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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA. I\
 a-__
$1.00 A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, 
KENTUCKY, FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 24, 1893.
ANNIMMINI,
VOLUME XXI,V. NO. 22
Bi-Chloride of Gold treat-
ment.
Guaranteed Cure for the Ter-
rible Morphine Disease.
The tiagey treetnient is u edema-
edly the most perfect and iereesaut
cure for the Morpione Dieesasee. M 'try
prominent ladies sod geutleineu have
heen cured here, sed are now free
from this thraldom of the deadly
drug.
A cure ie eutratiteed in every caese,
and money will be refunded in ease-
of failure
The remedy ie safe, sure, pleasant
and quickly effected.
DRUNKENNA2S IS A DIsKASS:
fully as mueh to be drevied am cen
isuisiption, or env ehrettrie or hered
itary ailment. It is often a disease
begotten hab t.
WHY HESITATE TO BE TREATED?
The best and most ;imminent men
In the county have been cured ot the
liquor habit, and are proud of the
fact. fo free one'. self of an evil
habit Is commendable. Remember,
Tata HAGEY INSTITUTE guarantors] a
cure, charges nothing in case of fail-
uni, &ad
WILL tiiVE. $100 IN GOLD
To any one wh at the end ef three
weeks t-eatment, as directed by the
physiciene, can retaiu a drink of
on the otourien.
The appetite absolutely destroy-
ed for liquor, and will uever return
unlees re-cultivated by the patent.
Correspoudence con fideut i al and
solicited.
HAGEY INSTITUTE
Of Bowling Green, Ky
C. T. GEINSTEAD, M. D.,
PoYsician is Charge.
J M. GARNETT teesege.
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What is
Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription 
for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opiu
m, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a 
harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Sy
rups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Ite guarantee Is
 thirty years' use by
Millions of Mothc.s. Castoria destroys Worms
 and allays
feverbahness. Castoria prevents vomit
ing Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhcea and Wind Colic. 
Caatoria relieves
teething troubles, cures conatIpatior.
 and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the ft. ad, regulates 
the stomach
and bowels, giving healtby an
d natural sleep. Case
torts is the Children's Panacea
-the Mother's Friend.
Castoria.
" Cast oria Is an exoellent medicine for chil-
dren. Moaners ham* repeatedly Wig me of MI
good effect upon their children."
D.I. G. C. °spoon,
Lowell, Kea
" Canon& is the best remedy for cluldreo of
which I am accionuoted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers wail consider the real
interest of the's children. and use Caatorta in-
stead of the varlousquack hoetrums which ars
lestroynig their lo•ed mica by forcing opium,
norplune, socchuat syrup and other hurtful
genus down their thrnals, thereby sendirig
teem to premature gran..."
Da. J. r. Enicaziess,
Conway, Ark_
Castoria.
Cairtcria ts so Yee° adapted to children that
I recommend if ait _ups ior Loamy prescript:am
known to me."
H. a. seem H. D..
III So. , sfort St., Brooklyn, P. Y.
" Our paysicians In the children's &Tara
mad have spoken highly of their experi-
ence in their °waste precut% et. Cattalo.
and although we only Dam among our
mediml s-,ipplies what is known as regular
prodUCta. yet we are Preen to MOMS that the
merits of Cnatoria has wen ua to look wiSis
favor upon it "
Uerrati lloserrat SSD DISMOUNT,
eostou, Malt
Auda C. Sorra, Pres.
The Csmilisur Cole ;mita, TI 
Murray Street. Sa-a York City.
Every Reader Of
THE NEW ERA.
Evrry Reader In Our County!
Eery Ruder or Near This Stee!
CIP MX.. ZEIDEFL.
WILL BZ AT ONCE IN TEkESTED IN CUR
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCLMENT.
The opportunity of a life-time presents itself to you.
We have effected arrangement4 whereby every person who
reads or becomes acquainted with the facts published in
this announcement, may secure at once, in connection
witt. a subscription for this paper, and at a ridiculously
low expeus --a mere bagetefle in comparison with what
we have now to offer, namely, an iqstrinsic vatie equal, in
cash, to ablut •
$30.00 FOR 3.00,
(ir Yea Can Secure lt FREE! Read Our Offer Below:
.4 Teasaurus of Priceless Value as a Treasury of
Knowledle
For the people. that world renowned, most popular of all Encyclopedias,
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Selag a beautiful. elear reprint ef the Edinburgh and London edition of Cham-
bers' Encyclopaedia, a library of universal know ledge for the people, with
very large additioas apoo topics of special interest to .tnierlean readers. and
Americas statisties of population down to and inrIntlinse the census of
" REMEMBER, thin great Encyclopedia TithrItAS DI ITON T "TISANE'S ./1" A It-
ncLea. esebirswias sullefts within the limits of human knowledge: et, lo Ile more tors
- 100.1011 specially prepered art etas. mem. t Muted, preetical. ex pl anal moef Interest-
log arid Insouctive information both f ir t• entudent s",.1 generni fender. are rate ritull AS-
T ECU SICALITI TA and comparatively void of the tomato' 'scientific sign-. si mhols and
• eomeselature wive crowd he pages of most other cyclopedia& prepared for ecientiffra and
, profess noel use Wore. The PMIL A DEL/II I A Pal.SS say•:
-The part•cular mad unique veil ef this Encyclopaedia is Os happy solution of the
problem of 101 nese wad coevedet cc. It is eeltber bulky our superficial . It is the book of
reference for th• .''
Cha-nbers' Encyciopolla has alwayn oce ipied • front p'ace among the cyclopedic
• works m be covet- d
Do you ever want to poet ravine f Pee i• and speedi y, on some forte or matter. belone-
Hof le th-. domain of Shag -Riot] y. Ch •rniorv, •ItgionN. -igraph•, Medicine.. Hes tn and no'
, asaaa. Istiyeacal or Mentai Recreation Popo ar //Worn etr .; Lit .eatare, Natural
,Astraanowy Aenealture. Mathematic's, or any of the Arts and Nciesces'I If 3 oil do, &vat
• yoareelf big opportunity ho ...cures set of this groat Eneyekii•edia.
Do you •njoy an oceasional !deur. hmir of delightfully intereottng. entertainieg and
lasst•O tiv• readies% wet do ya u eiesire to 'mop y yourself with vast library or such matter.
:fall of venety in •11 its department.0 I, you do. avail yoorettlf of this opportunity to provide
:yeursif witn thls Invaluable anal popular Eneyc epeeist.
Do you meet a yalusab'e gift, nne having intrin•le %ovate, to present to your relative. aia
sfrtend, or to your own 11 bratty, or for the est ticatiou of the folks of'your own housetic if
:you do. here is your exception's' opportunity
Do you appreciate oceisaions for emceeing extraordinary bargains. au, woule yen se•
ern% a steer Ellevelopedia Farr? N.pw is your epportusity. See full particulars in our
tripodal Off ;.r. given benaw:
OUR UNPRECEDENTED OFFER.
The regular retail price of the imported edition of thi• en Metter te fereece library is
1130.00. The cost to you for a full sett. complete, printed on g ail paper, in beautiful, clear
type, sod durably hound n 11,33E1bl/a covers, delivered, free of c ist to you, together witis o
ne
year's earmeriptinio for I h 's paper, will only be AMIS.
W• will give and deliver free,
To Every New or Old Subscriber,
A set of the Eseyelopaelia, complete, tog .ther with a year nulocr.ption to W 
reel Nku
III • , on receipt of 13.0)
To Every Old Subscriber
Whose current subscription is paid p. in nil itni•e. full set 14 the E ocyc1otored, a, on reeel
pt
of St on, which amount pay• also for ex terosion of sutmcription, one year from alate of ex pira-
two.
To Every Person.
A set of this Eneveloptolia. free, to every penon who obtains for this paper T new an-
sus! sabeeript ions, and who sends or hand, to us 8.1 of) to pay bar them. St On additional mu
nt
ur pawl is each ease where the new sober:11w desires to redeye, oleo, net of the Kocyci1,-
podia
Now is the time to Subscribe!
Now is the time to obtain Subscriptiuns!
Ff ere is the isp iri,inIty of a lit.tinie o an. ri, for In -r•• Leo tl,.. a full and 'aamplete get
ne the revised and completed. edition ef ham la -se' Kneyr owl's. The dema
nd will be
large Therefore those who won 'al make sure ad ai oolitic delay,
 'should act at once. Orden'
win be Sited promptly and in turn Ise received. Hot we advi9e Immediate attention. Let all




LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE
SfitiCire,S a Ft Lf9PKINSVI
NEW SPRING
GOODS! 
New anl elegant stock of
Spring Millinery Goods
-AT-
Mrs. X. E. Rodgers.
Dress Making by Miss Lula
Niel'.
leiRCEST STOCK. ORTISTIC OESICNS.
LADIES DON'T FAIL TO cage oh
MISS IDA ALLEN,
- -THE MILLIISIER 
Ninth Street, next door to
John Moayon's.
My stock is larger than ever be-
fore. It embraces everything nice in
ladies', misses' and children's head-
wear. I have had twelve years ex-
perience as a trimmer, and feel that
I am justified in believing I can
please the most fastidous. My
prices are the lowest and would ap-
preciate vour patronage greatly.
Please call before making your pur-
chases.
TN NOVELTIES. LOWEST PEICES•
00rSCOH011BOOt
COMPOUND.
A rt.:ent discovery ay SU
old physician. Successful-
ly used monthly by thou-
sand's of ladles. le the on-
ly perfectly ante awl relia-
ble medicine discovered.
Beware of unprincipled druggist,' who offer
inferior medicines In place of this. Ank for
Look's Coton Root Corn pound, take no sub.
ntltute, °enclose SI and 6 cent. in postage in
letter, an:- we will send,sealed, by return
mall. Full sealed partientare in plain envei-
ape, to ladiesonly,2 'stamps.
Address PoND LILY COMPANY,
No. 8 Fierier Block, Detroit. Mich
Sold hi HopkinsvIlle by It. C Hardwick
Gaither & Walton. oat druggiste everywhere
TABLER'S PILEBUCKEYE_
+OINTMENT+
DOES DOMINO DDT PILES.
A SURE and CERTAIN CURE
known for 16 years as the BEST
REMEDY FOR PILES.
hewed by ItICIII1.6[11 111OCIIII CO., IN. WM.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
W. P. Wiersig J . B. A 1.1.11118WOILTH





Office South side Court House.
Refer to Ban of HopkInsvIlle, Planter'
Bank and First si tional dank,





Special attention paid to the collec-
tion of claims Office over Plante;
Ban k .
-401111T111 W ooD st.il Sal.
WOOD BELL
Annoys AI Lat
urriee HOPPICS BLOCK. UP STAIR,.
'OIL plinth,* ta in• wars oaristrei
senni nine Incense% Jew
E. P. RUSS-ELL,
(Formerly of Elkton, Ky.)
Physiciu StrpoL








Will practice In the Courta of Chriatlan and
istiJoiniag Counties
Special attention paid to the collectioa of
-•laims. Office with J. I. Landes.
J. C. McDavitt
DENT'S T
Over Kelly's Jewelry Wore
- - - RI
-ra•sa -J:111 1"001
BOYD di P o
Tonsorial ,Parlors, Sieve ath street next doo




Is Keine Caused by 1.a Law Pilesed
the Late Ageregailon of Leirlsla-
tive Aases.
From many parts of the RI Me come
reports of trouble eeused by the new
law in regard to tresspAssing. Few
people except laweers and newspa-
per men know of the exieterce of
such an act until quite recently-but
now the farmers are "getting on to
it," rend eau•ing eiportsinen much
trouble. If the law he strictly en-
forced, it could put a loop to hunting
altogether except by men ho own
farms. It is doubtlese right. that a
wan should be able to prevent ehoot-
ing on his own property, nut it is
pretty hard on the Man who would
go out for a day's spirt in the field.
lie must first secure the permission
or the owner of the land ole Shies, he
desires to shoot or else he lays him
self liable to a fine. I, makes no dif-
ference now whether the I Ind owner
has his land posted or ti it if you go
on it without his consent to hunt or
dish you are a trespasser aud lay
yourself liable to prosecution.
Iu the future. enen you go out
taunting, you had better lied out
"where you are eg," before you
begin to shoot.
1131"SPEP•st
rbdtgestia in, anal stoma la ithririlers, take
DISOWN'S IRON It IT'FICHti.
All dealers keep hell per bottle. ietnillie !tee
genie mark and croseed red bee+ or T"a00.'
Ia all forma Palpitation.
Points laIde. Shoulder and
Arlo. abort Illiremti Oggpres.lon. A .t hma,
Swollen Ankles, Weak and Smothering
Swells, Dropsy. Wlad /Stomach. etc.. Are
^.ured by OIL MILES' NEW HEART CURE.
A new discovery Dy the eminent Indians. Special.
st- A. F. Davis, Silver creek. Neb, atter taking
keit bottles of IIIAILT CURL felt better
.htin Do had for twelve years. "For thirty years
troubled with Heart, Diseenet two betties of
DR. MILES, HEART CURE Cured me.-Layi
Logan. Bocharan. Malt." E. D. Stutaon. Wars
Simeon, Ga • nos taken OR. MILES' HEART
CURE for Heart trouble with great remits Mrs.
Le Bar, Fitchburg, Midc. wain! for 15 yealli with
Heart Disease. bad to hire bowie help, lived on
liquid food; used Dr./Anew Hoare Cure and
all pains left her; constant um cured her. Fine
Illustrated >30k PURI at or *Wrote
Dr.11111 lea' Medicaid Co., khart, I ed.
HEART
DISEASE
For Hy It 1' Hardwick.











of Cod Liver Oil builds up flesh
and strength quicker than any
other preparation known to sci-
ence.
Scoff s Emulsion is constantly ef-
fecting Cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis and kindred diseases
where other methods FAIL.
hy Scot t Ploens. N. Y. All drosslots.
SULPHUR
BITTERS
i For those DEATHLY BILIOUS
SPELLS depend on Sulphur Bite
ters; it never fails to cure.
DO YOU SUFFER with that
tired and all-gone feeling? If so use
Sulphur Bitters; It will cure you.
Don't be without a bot-I





a fair face is a beanti-
fid skin. Sulphur Bitters
e makes both.
If yen do ape wish te F
suffer from RHEUMATISM, uses
bottle of Sulphur Bitters; it never
fails to cure.
Are you CONSTIPATED? If so,
Sulphur 'litters is just what you need
Poor, steak, and weary mothers
RAISE PUNY, PINDLINCI children.
Sulphur Bitters will make them
strong, heerty, and healthy. - .
Cleanse the vitiated blood when
you see its impurities burstin
through the skin in
PIMPLES.Rely on Sulphur
Bitters and health BLOTCHES
will fellew. AND SORES.
seMenhoom----.-
•
se-...1 3 :11 '.11711ori 1. iA Pa A Co.,
Naas., for best medical work published
NESS& Head noble.
I'll ',A by Peek's In-
visible Tutiular Ear
ushions. hkpera
heard. Cornfortables. Sticeennful where ell
Remedies re Ils hook & Iroor. free. Ad-
d ra..- F. Illecox, a-aa lirfoadaSy. New York.
p
Obboliesiees East's)* Tlaaaamil Wan&
NNY11,01'41. p.g.Ls0,
,, IIIII1. &wept r.11•1.1.a. La a.a•. kit
1/racrlal kir 411,, hooter e Ii11•11 1,, a
nkinkil 11,..1 la S.,41 sod teal mesa .-
,,,a a• a...1 • r, Witt Hata", T•ke
ira ae •theris lier.4I• 44.111,0 04. rub.ir frt..
tkAkir .nd 11111114.0,11 At E..C1,.... •, ...4 lia
Is slas,.• Ike ; ,r,tenlara. tretamenlass aa4
_kr. . Keller Ts. LeAles," In LOW. br ...tore
MAIL 10,00go I ....t.non:•.• 7.11••• 1•aper.
- - N"-"'".. Clitielliader Chemical Ca„41 ..15..• as a.m.
'MI mall L•nial pra•rier, Pk I twit-. Ps-
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
flew- • sod ash.
• lun.aria... re". th
N.ver Fails to Heaton, ()ray
ile.r to Its Youthful Color.




rellitr. rurrn the Of '4{ 1
I ,re•Con. ema la rok
HINDERVIRNR.
IIA.PPI a, n lase
end Feelifeelis srss
Clu.1 1.1••• Parser • Ginger
1 -*My mre .,on• for ('nnta
• so • al 1.4,44,4•.
A Cup of
Boullion Palatable. Pure, Refresh-ing anal ntimulating.
can be made in :I minutes, thus:
take a cup of boiling hot water, stir
in a i teaspoon (not more) of
LIEBIC COMPANY'S
EXTRACT OF BEEF
Tiwn aii.I air egg-and


















‘43(70.r?̀01HPEL E if .
IT WILL NOT c*.
An aereeable laxative and NERVE TONIC.
Fold bY Dniihrists or sent by mall. Dicelleo.




Dr. Talmage Talks of the
'Ifs.'
THE IF OF UNBELIEF.
If-Though lade of Only Tito
Letters, La the Pivot on
Which Everything
Turns.
‘,If Thou Wilt Forgive Their Sins-
and If Not, Blot Re, I l'ray Thee,
Out of Thy Book."
A VERY umqt E SERNON.
Bkoogeve, Nov. 19.-In the Taberna-
ele this morning WT. Dr. Talmage de-
livered one of his most unique and useful
tennons from a text never before preach-
ed from. Subject, "The 'Ifs' of the Bi-
ble." The text was Exodus xxxii, 82, "If
thou wilt forgive their sin-and if not,
blot me, I pray thee, out of thy book."
There is in our English language a
• conjnnctien, which I propose by
3od's help to haul out of its preeent in:
significancy and get upon the throne
where it belongs, and that is the conjunc-
tion -if." Though made of only two let-
ters, it is the pivot on which everything
tunas. All time and all eternity are at
lie disportal. We slur it in our utterance,
we ignore it in our appreciation, and
none ef us recognizes it as the mote tre-
mendous word in all the vocabulary out-
side of those words which describe deity.
"If!" Why, that werd we take as a
tramp among other words, now appear-
ing here, now appearing there, bnt hav-
ing no value of its own, when it really
has a millionairedom of worlds, and in
its train walk all planetary. etellai, lunar.
solar delitiaies. If the boat of leavem made
watertight, in which the infant Moses
sailed the Nile. had sunk, who would
have led Israel out of Egypt? If the Red
era hail not parted for tire escape of one
host and then come tegether for the sub-
mergence of another hiat. would the
book of Exodus ever have been written?
If the ship on which Celumbue sailed
for America had gone down in an Atlan-
tic cyclone. how much longer woulil it
have takep for the discovery of this con-
tinent? If Grouchy had come up with
re-enforeements in time to give the
French the victory at Waterloo, what
would have been the fate of Europe? If
the Spanish armada had not been
wrecked off the coast, how different
would have been many chapters in Eng-
hell history! If the battle of Hastinge,
or the battle of Pultowa, or the battle of
Valeta, or the battle of Metaurus, or the
battle ef Arbela, or the battle of Cha-
lons, each one of which turned the
world's destiny, had been decided the
other way!
If Shakespeare had never been born
for the drama, or Handel had never been
born for music, or Titian had never beer:
born for painting, or Thorwaldsen had
never been born for sculpture, or Ed-
mund Burke had never been burn for ele-
quehce, or Socrates had never been bunt
for philosophy, or Blackstone had never
been born for the law, or Copernicus had
never been born for astronomy, or Luther
had never been born for the reformation!
Oh, that conjunction "if!" How tench
haa depended on it! The height of it.
the depth of it, the length of it, the
breadth of it, the immensity of it, the
infinity of it-who can measure? It wonld
swamp anything but omnipotence. But
I must confine myself today to the "ifte"
of the Bible, and in doing so I shall
speak of the "if" of Overpowering ear-
nestnees, the "if" of _incredulity, the ' •ir
of threat, the of argumentation, the
' of eternal significance, or KO many
of these "ifs" as I can compasm in the
time that may be reasonably allotted to
pulpit discourse.
THE F.ARNEliT "IF."
First, the "if' of overpowering ear-
nestness. My text gives it. The Israel-
ites have been worshiping an idol, not-
withstanding all that God had done for
them, and HOW Mimes offers the most
vehement prayer of all history, and it
turns upon an "if." "If thou wilt for-
give their sins-and if hot, blot me, I
pray thee, out of thy Leek." Oh, what
an overwhelming "if?" It was as much
as to say: "If thou wilt not pardon them,
do not pardon me. If thou wilt not
bring them to the promised land, let me
never see the promised laud. If they
must perieh, let me perish with tiwue In
that book where tliott recordest their
doom, record my doom. If they are shut
out of heaven. let me be shut out ef
heaven. If they go down into darkness,
let me go down inte darkness."
Whift vehemence and hely n.e'lletit,A.
nems of prayer! Yet there are theme here
who, I have no doubt, have, in their all
absorbiug desire to have others eaved.
riaked the same prayer, for it is a risk.
You must not make it unless yen are
willing to balance your eternal :Wean. III
(ni such an "if." Yet there have beee
caeres where a livelier has lwen so anxion-
e.... •tiia WilVW3111 tO,I)
her prayer lias swung &DO trent 'nest anti
poised on ••if" like that of the text, "If
not, blot me, I pray thee, out of thy book.
Write his name in the Lamb's Book of
Life, or turu to the paeres where urv
name was written 10 or 2.“ or 40 or 60
years ago, and with the black isk of
everlaeting midnight erase my first
name, and my laet name, and all my
name. If he ite to go into shipwreck, let
me be towed amid the same breakers. If
he cannot be a partner in my blise, let
me be a partner in het woe. I have for
many years loved thee, 0 God, and it
has been my expectation to sit with
Christ and all the redeemed at the ban-
quet of the skies. but I now give up my
promised place at the hetet, and my prom-
aed rola., and my promised cerewn, and
my premised threne unlees John, unities
George, unless Henry, unless my darling
sen can share them with me. Heaven
will be 110 heaven wttlieut him. 0 God,
tave my boy or count um among the
lost!"
That is a terrific prayer, and yet there
ie a young man sitting in the pew on the
main floor. eir in the lower gallery, or in
the tep gallery, whe has already crushed
such a prayt•r from his rnother's heart
He hardly ever writes home, or, living
at home; what deem he care how much
trouble he gives her? Her tears are nu
more to him than the ram that (tree-
from the eaves ef the berme on a dare
night. The feet that she due% not sleep
because of watching for him returu late 0'
tight ilota not choke his laughter or
haeten his step forward.
She has tried coaxing anal kitelnewe and
eel( sacrificing and all the ordinary pray-
ers that mothers make fer their children,
and all have failed. She is coining to-
weed the vivid arid venturemome and ter-
rific prayer of my text. Slie is going to
lift her own eternity rind set upon that
eine i•if," by which she 7:pects t• decide
whether yen will go up with her er she
down with yore Sirs may be this mu-
ment looking Ire•arenward and saying,
"0 Lord, reclaim him by thy grace," and
then adding that heart reudingzir
.•=•••••••111e
6 os.
116 na-.. • • •a •• • - • -.••••
Out of thy book."
After three years of absence a ROII
wrote his mother in one of the New Eng-
land whaling villages that he was com-
ing home in a certain ship. Motherlike.
she stood watching, and the ship was in
the offing. but a fearful storm struck it
and daished the ithip on the rocks that
night. All that night the mother prayed
for the safety of the son, aird just at
dawn there was at knewk at the cottage
door, and the win entered, crying out,
-Mettler, I knew you would pray me
home!" If I would ask all those in this
matwinblaire who have been prayed home
to God by pious mothers to stand up,
there would be scores that would stand,
and if I should aek them to give testi-
mony it aelulii be the temtimony of that
New England son coming ashore from
the split timbers of the whaling ship-
"My mother prared me homer
THE "IFS" OF INCREDULITY.
Another Bible "ir is the of in-
credulity. Satan used it when Christ,
vitality was ilepresscal by 40 days' absti-
nence from food and the tempter point-
ed to some stones, in color and shape
like loaves of bread, and said, ••If thou
be the Son of God. command that theese
stones be made bread." That was ap-
propriate, fur Satan is the fathet
that of incredulity. Peter used that
sante "if" when, standing on the wet
and slippery deck of a fishing smack on
Lake Galilee, be saw Christ walking on
the sea as though it were as solid as a
pavement of basalt from the adjoining
volcanic hills, and Peter cried out, "If
it be thou, ha nut come to thee on the
water."
What a erepeisterous "if!" What hu-
man foot was ever so constructed as to
walk on water? In what part of the
earth did law of gravitation make excep-
tion to the rule that a man will sink to
the elbows when he touches a wave of
river or lake, and will sink still farther
unletie lie can swim? But here Peter looks
ont upon the form in the ehape of a man
defying the mightiest law-or the uni-
verse-the law of gravitation-and stand-
ing erect on the top of the liquid. Yet
the incredulous Peter cries out to the
Lord, "If it be thou." Alas, for that in-
credulous "if!" It is working am power-
fully in the latter part of this nineteenth
Christian century as it did in the early
part of the first Christian century.
Though a small conjunction, it is the
biggest block today in the way of the
gospel chariot. "If!" "If!" We have
theological seminaries which spend most
of their tine, and employ their learning
and their genius in the manufacturing
of "ifs." With that weaponry are as-
sailed the Pentateuch, and the miracles,
and the divinity of Jesus Christ. Al-
most everybody is chewing on an "if."
When many a man bows for prayer, he
puts his knee on an "if." The door
the nigh which people pass into infidelity
and atheism and all immoralities has
two doorposte, and the one is made up of
the letter "i" and the other of the let-
ter "f."
There are only four steps between
strong faith and complete unbelief : Firet,
surrender the idea of the verbal inspira-
tion of the Scriptures and adopt the idea
that they were all generally supervised
by the Lord. Second, surrender the idea
that they were all generally supervised
by the Lord and adopt the theory that
they were not all, but partly, supervised
by the Lord. Third, believe that they are
the gradual evolutien of the age, and
men wrote aecording to the wisdom of
the times in which they lived. Fourth,
believe that the Bible is a bad book and
not only unworthy of credence, but per-
nicieirs and debasing and cruel.
Only four etrpee from the stout faith in
which the martyrs died to the blatant
caricature of Christianity as the great-
est sham of the centuriee. But the door
to all that precipitation and horror is
made out of an "if." The mother of
unrests in the minds of Christian people
and in those who regard sacred things
is the -if' of incredulity. In tell, in
Scotland, I saw a letter which had been
written many years ago by Thomas Car-
lyle to Thonnie Chalmers. Carlyle, at
the time of writing the letter, was a
young num. The letter waa not to be
published until after the death of Car-
lyle. Hui death having taken place, the
letter ought to be published.
It was a letter in which Thomas Car-
lyle expresses the tortures of his own
mind while relaxing his faith in Chris-
tianity, while at the Rattle time ha ex-
presees his admiration for Dr. Chalmers,
awl in which Carlyle wishes that he had
the same faith that the great Scotch min-
ister evidently exercised. Nothing that
Thomas Carlyle ever wrote in "Sartor
Resartus," or the ••French Revolution,"
or his "Life of Crumwell," or his im-
mortal "Eestays," had in it more won-
drone power than that letter which be-
wailed his own (1.,uhte and extolled the
streng faith of another.
I made an exact copy of that letter.
with the understanding that it should not
be published until after the death of
Thomas 'arlyle; but. returning to my ho-
tel in Edinburgh. I felt turesey lest some-
time that letter should get out of my poet-
SMiloli and be publieletel before its time.
so I took it back to the person by whose
permiseuren I had copied it. All reasons
for its privacy haying vanished, I wish
it might be published.
AN INCIDENT.
. Perhaps this pennon, finding ita way
into a &opera' Lane, tnay suggest its
printing, fer that letter shows more
mightily than anything I have ever read
the differs e beta een the "I know" of
Pane and thee "I know" of Job, and the
knew" f Thomas Chalmere, and the
••1 knew" all these who hold with a
I rai ler e tee old grepel, on the one hand,
; lel the enure string, bestonnV and tor-
• tiring • ir of incredulity en the otter.
I like ti:e positive faith etf that ftailor boy
that Captain Judkins of the etesonsidp
Scetia picked up in a hurricane. "Go
aloft," marl Captain Judkins to his mate,
"and leek out ter wrecks."
Before the mate hail gone far up the
ratline-she eliented: -A wreck! A wreck!"
••Where away?" said Captain Juilkins.
-Off the pert bow," was the answer.
Lifeboats were lowered, and 40 men vol-
unteered- to put out across the angry sea
forhe wreck. They came back with a
do u shipwrecked, and among them a
boy of 12 years.
••Who are you?" said Captain Juilkins.
The answer was: "I am a Scotch boy.
My father and mother are dead, and I
am en my way to America." i•W hat have
you hem?" emit Captarn Judkins as 111.
eeened the bey's jacket and took hold itf
it rope around the 1s)y's body. -It is a
rope," said the boy. "But what is that
tied by this rope under yeur arm:"
"That, sir, ill ury mother's Bible. She
told me uever to lose that." "Could yuu
not have bayed semething elite?" "Not
and saved that," "Did you expect ti WO
dOWIlr i.• Yes, sir. lint I meant ts take
my mother's Bible down with me."
"Bravo!" said Captain Judkins. ••I will
take care ofIlleon."
That boy demunstrated a certainty and
a confidence that I like. Just in propor-
tion as yen have few ••ifs" of incredulit3
in your religion will you find it a com-
fortable religion. My full and unenes.
honing faith in it is fitunileel on the tact
that it sootheie and :tweeting in tune ol
trouble. I .b. net believe that any elan
who ever lived had more blt•eeings and
prooperity than I have received leen Gee
and the world. But I have had trerille
enough to allew me opportunity fug hell-
ing out whether slur religion Ise( any upt
in Filch an exigency. I have hail 14 great
bereavemente, to say nothing if lemeer
bereavements, fur I was the youneest
a large family. I haee had us muter leer
secution 118 comes to most people. 1 liev.
hail all kinds a trial, exrept sievore ene
prolonged sickness, and I would her.
been dead long ago but for the censala
tory power of our religi.m.
Any religiim will do its tine) el pros-
perity. Buddhism will do. Coefncieti
ism will Theosophy e-1:1 elo. N.,
religion at all will do. But witter the
world gets after you end di•faiire yonr
beet sleeda, when bankruptcy tikes th
place of large dividends, wire e you 1.e
for the last sleep the still hands over Ile
still heart of your old father wire has
been planning for your welfare all these
years, or you demi the eyes of your
mother who has lived in your life, ever
ainea before %Lei were - born. r -rove-
*or- **_111&7_
ner spectacles premise sire will have clear
vision in the home to which she has
gone, or you give the last kit% to the
child reclining amid the flowers that
pile the casket and looking as natural
and lifelike as blie ever did reclining in
the cradle, theta the only re-heeler] worth
anything is the old fashitered religion of
the gospel of Jesus Christ.
I would give more in such a crisis for
toexkPtrPhhaairedi forinalukailtfulhe
ovtit.rses of otfhethilitre(tiri,iisetx%
library containing all the proeluctions of
all the other religions of all the ages.
The other religions are a sort of cocaine
to benumb and deaden the soul while be-
reavement and misfortune do their work,
but our religion is inspiration, illumina-
tion, imparadisation. It is a mixture of
sunlight and halleluiah. Do not adul-
terate it whir one drop u: the tincturuof
incredulity.
A SIGNIFIcANT "IF."
Another Bible "if' is the "if" of eter-
nal significance. Solomon gives us that
"if' twice in one sentence when he says,
"If thou be wiee, thou *halt wtse for
thyself, but if thou @cornett, thou alone
shalt bear it." Christ gives us that "ir
when he nays, "If thou hadst known in
this thy day the things which Is-long nnto
thy peace, but now they are hidden from
thine eyes." Paul give* no that ilf"
when he says, "If they shall enter into
my rest." All those ••ifs" and a score
more that I might recall put the whole
responsibility of our salvation un our-
selves. Christ's wIllingness tu pardon-
no "ir about that. Christ's willingnese
to help-no "if" about that. Realms of
glory awaiting the righteons-no
"if' in all the case worth a
a b,crsini et tohnal yt .
moment's consideration is the "if ' that
attache@ itself to the questioa as to
whether we will acoept, whether we will
repent, whether we will believe, whether
we will rise forever. Is it not time that
we take our eternal future off that
swivel? Is it not time that we extirpate
that "if," that miserable "if," that haz-
ardous 'in" We would not allow the-
uncertain "if" to stay lung in anything
else of importance. Let some one say
in regard to a railroad bridge, "I have
reasons for asking if that bridge is safe,"
and you would not cross it. Let some
one say, -I have reasons to ask if that
steamer is trustworthy," and you would
est in regard to a
noLet ttaks<e)ptmessagone ognugitg.
property that you are about to purchaee.
"I have reason to aek if they can give 0
good title," mid you would not pay a
dollar down until you hail some skillful
real estate lawyer exalnine the title. But
I allowed •for years of my lifetime, and
some of you have allowed for years of
your lifetime an "if' to stand tossing up
and down questions of eternal destiny.
Oh, decide! Perhaps your arrival here
today may decide. Stranger things than
that have put to flight forever the "if '
of AuncfewrtaiSant4ath nights ago in this
church a man, passing at the foot of the
pulpit, maid to tne, "I ant a miner from
England," aisd then be pushed back his
coat sleeve and seiid, "Do yon see that
scar on my arm?" I said: "Yes. You
must have had an awful wound there
some time." He said: "Yes, it nearly
cost ine my life. I was in a mine in
England GOO feet under ground and three
miles from the shaft of the mine, and a
rock fell on me, and my fellow laborer
pried off the rock, and I was bleeding Lb
death, and he took a newspaper from
around his leincheon and bound it
around my wound, and then helped me
over the three miles underground to the
leaft, where I Wan lifted to the top, and
Nhen that newspaper was taken off my
wound I read on it something that
saved my soul, and it was one of your
eermaos. Good night," he said as he
passe7I on, leaving me transfixed with
gratefnl emotion.
And who knows bnt the words I noe.
speak, blessed of God, may reach some
wounded soul deep down in the black
mine of sin, and that these words may
be blessed to the stanching of the
wound and the eternal life of the soul?
Settle this matter instantly, positively
and forever. Slay the last "if." Bury
deep the last "if." How to do it? Fling
body, mind and sonl in a prayer ILO ear-
nest sa that of Mosee in the text. Can
you doubt the earnestnees of this prayer
of the text? It is so heavy with emotion
that it breaks down in the mieldle. It
was We earnest that the translators in
the modern cope% of the Bible were
obliged to put a mark, a straight line, a
Sash, for an omission that will never 'st-
alled up. Sueh an abrupt pause; such
a sudden snapping off of the sentence.
Yon cannot parse my text. It is an
offense to grammatical construction.
But that dash put in by the typeeetters
is mightily suggeetive. "If thou wilt
forgive their sin" (then comes the death i-
"and if not, blot me. I pray thee, out of
thy book." Some of the must earneet
prayers ever uttered could not be parsetl
and were poor specimens of language.
They halted; they broke down; they
passed into groans or sobs or silences.
God cares nothing for the eyntax of
prayers; nothing for the rhetoric of pray-
ers. I th, the wordless prayers! If they
were pled up, they would reach to the
rainbow that arches the throne of God.
A deep sigh may mean more than a whole
liturgy. Out of the 116.000 wends of the
English language there may not be a
word enough expreseive for the sionL
The most effective prayers I have ever
heard have been prayers that broke
down with eznotion-the young man for
the first time rising in prayer meeting
arid saying, "0 Lord Jesus!" and theta
sitting down, burying the face in the
handkerchief; the penitent in the in-
quiry room kneeling and saying, -God
help me," and getting no fureher; the
broken prayer that started a great re-
vival in my- church hr Philadelphia. A
prayer may have in style the graceful-
nevi of an Addison. and the sublimite of
a Milton, and the epigrammatic furce of
an Emerson, and yet be a failure, hav-
ing a horizontal power, -but no perpen-
dicular petwer; herizental power reach
ing the ear of man, lint no perpendicular
power reaching the ear of God.
USE iF "IF" IN PRAYER.
Between the first and the last. sen•
tences of my text there was a paroxysm
of earnestness tee mighty fer wen's. II
Will take half uf au eteruity to tell of all
the answers of earuest and faithful pray-
er. In his last journal David Living-
stone, in Africa, recurds the prayer ex ,
sotin to be answered: "19 March-Birth-
day. My Jesus, my God, my Life, my
All. I again dedicate my whele self to
thee. Accept ine and grant, it gracious
Father, that ere this year is gene I ma3
finish iny task. In Jesus' Elaine I ask it.
the elaalry servant looked int..
ALi11"vii.ntiligse:n'toe's MI! and found bins dead on
his knees, be saw that the •prayer had
been amewered. lint notlirithstanding
the earneetnees ef the prayer of Moses in
the text it was a defeated prayer and
was not answered. I think The twu "ifs"
in the prayer defeated it, and one "if" is
enough to defeat any prayer, whatever
other ge rod characteristics it may have.
"If thou wilt ferg•ive Drier Sink-and if
not, blot ine, I pray thee, out ef thy
book." lied did neither. As the follow-
ing venws show, he punished their sins,
but I am mitre slid net blot uut one letter
of the name of Moses from the book of
-There is only one kind of prayer in
which you need to put the that
is the prayer for temporal blessinem.
Pray for riches and they may engulf us,
or for fame and at may bewitch us, ur fur
worldly success- ef any sort and it may
destroy us. Better say, -If it be hest,"
"if I can make proper use of it," "if Th. ei
west I need it." A wife, praying for the
recovery of her husband from illness,
stamped her foot and aaid with frightful
emphases: "I will net have him die. God
bhall not take IOW." Her prayer was
answered, but a few years after the cone
numity WAS fitith•keti by the fact that he
hal in a mitment of anger slain her.
A mother. praying for a wer's recov-
ery from illness, tolal the Lord he hail no
right to take him, and the bey recuvered,
but plunged into all abonnuattions and
died • renegeule. Better in all Buell
prayers and all prayers pertaining te our
temporal welfare put an "if," saying,
"If it be thy will!" But prayiug fer
seed anal 01A Siaration warns
bout we neva never Inaert •iat." our
spiritual welfare is sure to be for the
best, amid awey with the iife."
Abraham's pra3 er for the rescue of
Sodom was u grand pm er in smile re-
spects, but there were sax "Ifs" in it, or
a•peradvetitures," which mean the same
thing. "Peradventure there may be 50
righteous in the city, peradventure 43,
peradventure 40. peradveuture 80, per-
adventure ell. peradventure le." Those
six peradventures. those six "ifs," killed
the prayer, and Sedum went shown awl
wetit under. Nearly all the prayers
that were answered had no "ifs"in them
-the prayer of Elijah that changed dry
weather to wet weather, the prayer
that changed liezekuth from a sick man
te a well man, the prayer that halted
eun awl moon without :shaking the uni-
veree tit peces.
Oh, rally your soul for a prayer with
no "ifs" in it. hay hi substance, ••Lord,
thou hast 'Remitted pardon, and I take it.
Here are nay wounds; herd them. Here
is my blitelueee; irradiate it. Here are
my chaise; of bundage; by the gospel
hammer strike them off. I am fleeing
to the city of refuge, and I am sure this
is the right way, Thanks be to God, I
am free."
Ofwe, by the Isle, hopes were slain,
But lava, it. CU riot. I 111e Maw.
With the Mewaic earnestness of my
text and without its Musaic "ifs," let us
cry out for God. Aye. if words fail us,
let us take the auggestion of that print-
se's (Leib of the text, and • with a wold-
less silence implore Tarim and comfort
and life and heaven. For this minim-
blaare, all of whom I ehalierneet in the
last Judgment, I (law not offer tile prtyer
a my text, and so I ghanga it and say,
"Lord Clod, forgive our sins and write
our names in the beok of thy teeing re-
membrance, from whiclethey shall never
be blotted out,"
FEARED A MOB.
R. K. Brooks, Who Killed,
Jack Bryan at Nebo.




From a Mob Which It Was Runiored
Had Been:Formed For the Purpose
of Harming Him.
THE PRISONER IS SILENT.
Thursday evening, Nov.16(11, near
Nebo, in Hopk!ns county, R. K
Brooks, a farmer, shot r ud
his neighbor, Jack Bryan.
The trouble dates back te
election day when Bryan's father.
Joe, aud Brooks' brother, Henry, ha.
a quarrel at the polls iu Nebo as to
which of the two wail the better Dern
,scrat. In the argument Bryan said
"I am as good a Demoerat as any
Andrew Jackeon man," to which
Brooks replied "you are a damn
liar." At this juncture carvintr corn-
oleaced, Bryan drawing his knife
and making forBrooks. In the me-
lee Brooks hatl his throat cut and
was severely stabbed in several other
olacee.
This enraged the injured man's
brother, and Thursday be loaded hie
gun and went on the warpath, threat-
ening, it is alleged, to his man on
sight. Toeir farms adjoined, and se
Bryan and hill.POD, passed Brooks'
house he 'Brooks fired the contents
of one barrel of his gun at the old
man, missing him. He then emptied
the other charge at Jack Bryan strik-
ing him full in the breast. Bryan
died almost immediately after being
shot. After the shooting Brooke
skipped out, but was captured
Tne indignation over the streir
eaid to heve been so great in the
Nebo community that there was
strong talk ed the prisoner suffering
death at the hands of the enraged
eitisens. Thia talk of • mob having
reached the ears of the sheriff of
Hopkium county, that offieial did not
1..ern it wise to keep Brooks in the
Nfadisonville jail, no on last Saturday
evening he brought the prieouer to.
this city where he will be confined
until his tr:al comes up. The sheriff
feels coefident that Brooks would
have been lynched had he been kept
in the Madimonville iti'.
Brooks was seen in his cell yeeter-
day by a representative of the pares,
but be very wieely refueed to talk it,
regard to the crime for which he
being held. All elf nte on the part of
the pencil-puelier to induce him to
say something were futile,-he would
aot Olsen his head.
Warts on her fingers, Corns on her
awe, rhe will be mieerable wit • ee
she goes, unless she uses "(' (',
Certain Corn Cure." Sold by R. C.
Hard ei iek.
INDICTED.
Prewitt. t he Man Who
Shot Chas. Dallis,
ilae Just Been Indicted by the I:rand
Jury at Clarksville.
About a week ago the SEW ERA
mentioned the fact that Chas. Davis,
a brother of the late Win. B. Da-im,
had been shot stid serioutely wounded.
coruelius Prewitt, the mein with
whom Davis had the diffieulty, has
just been iudicted lay the grand jury
at Clarksville for ehootiug with in-
tent to kill. In regard to to the affair
the Clarksville Tobacco-Leaf Chron-
icle has the following to say:
"The grand jury has returned au in.
dictipent against Corueliue Prevent,
of the Fourth dietrict, charging him
with shooting Chas. Davie with in-
tent to commit murder. Prevent has
given bond for his appearance. Chime
Davis is a brother of Policenoan W.
B. Davie, who %WOO killed in Hois-
kineville by Policeman West about
two months ago, and is said to be
wounded pretty much like his breth-
er was. The fight took place at Gum
Springs, where Davis is running a
store and the particulars are given as
follows, which are borne out by the
grand jury here:
Davie had purchased land from
Prewitt and owed him a balance.
They fell out over thi* matter and
Prrwitt drew a pistol and opened fire
on Davis, hittiug him in the side.
Tile ball struuk a book In in hie pock-
et and glanced, inflicting only a slight
wound. Davis reached under the
counter and got his pistol and return-
ed the fire. Prewitt shot three or
four times and Davie about the same
number, but none of the other shots
on either vide took effect. By-stand-
era then interfered and the row was
stopped."
AP.
Shiloli'm Cure, the great ()ugh and
Croup Cure, re for sale by us. Pocket
•ize contains tiventy•fle• doses, only
i.Ze. Children love it. Wyly I Bur-
nett.,
THE END
OF A USEFUL LIFE
Came Thursda) at Noon
When Mr. Moses West,
After a ler) Short Illness,
Passed Out Into the Great
Beyond.
His Body Was Interred at Hopewell
Sesustery this fterneon ith
Yytkiat Boners.
PEACE TO HIS
The citizens of Hoplintreille were
very much shocked Thureday atter.
noon on bearing of the death of Mr.
Moses West, late sheriff of this eoun-
ty, which occurred at his home in
Madisonville about noon. On every
side expressions of sorrow were
heard. Few people here knew that
Mr. West had been sick, as it was
only a few days ago the he was In
our city looking bale and hearty.
Just a week ago when he left this
city he was complaining of feeling
unwell and on his arrival at his homer
tte retired to his bed which he was
never to leave again in this life.
His malady was typhoid-pneumo-
nia, and after the first day it attack..
ed him he began to gradually grow
worse until yesterday at noon when
death came to relietie him of his suf-
fering.
Mr. West's body was brought ter
this city Friday and was taken
charge:of by the Knights of Pint:lies,
of which crder he had for some time
been a member. The funeral services
were held at the the l'uiversalia6
ehurch at 1 o'clock and were condo&
ed by Rev. Lune, the dew pastor et
the church. The body was buried
with Pythlan honors.
Mr. West was in the folk eth year
.f hie age, having been eon' in toe
Fruit Hill precinct in this county on
January 22od, lS54. He was the eon
of C. C. aud Martha Allen West who
were also natives of this county.
lie was reared on hie father's farm in
North Cnrietian, Ansi there remained
till about the age of nineteen whoa
he went to Crofton, where for five
years be was engaged as a clerk for
Mr. J. E. Croft, a merchant at that
place. In 1879 he formed a partners
ship with Mr. C. A. Braithet. at pre-
-ent deputy eheriff in this city, arid
under the firm name of Brasher •
West they cootlnued to do bu•iness
until after Mr. West began his second
term as sheriff of this county. In
1675 Mr. West was married to Miss
Lou R. Dulin, daughter of Mr. Rios
DUliD, a well-known and honored
citizen of the Crofton neighborbood.
Ae a result of this union three chil-
dren were born to them, who,togather
with the mother, survive to mourn
the loss of an affectionate father and
husband.
Mr. West was elected Sheriff of
Chi halal) County in 186.13 and re-elect-
ed in 1890-winning on both occa-
sion° by majorities that attested how
exceedingly popular be was and what
unbounded confidence the people of
his native couut3 -the people who
had known him from childhood, had
in him. The county never had a
more efficient, faithful and conscien-
tious officer than was he. At all
times and under all circumstantwe be
did his duty se he saw It. He was
indeed a man to whom "public AU,
was a public trust."
Better men than Moses West are
few aud far bet ween,-and his death
a great hoe@ to the com-
munity as well as to his
family and friends. Me' Was
upright, honorable ,and etrictly con-
scientious in all his dealings with
his fellow-men. He put the golden
rule: "do unto others as 3 ou would
have them do Onto you," into
practice in his everyday business
life. He was warun and true in his
professions of frioeudehip. In his
home life I.e was an admirable man
-a kind aud loviug husuand, an af-
fectionate and italtilgent father.
How mueb better the/world would
1.” if there were more men like
Mosel, West! Hie life was above
reproach in every tespecL
Tne grief-strickeu widow and chil-
dren do not mourn a:one-the sym-.
pethy of tbe en ti re community goes
out to them in tnis their hour of so
g-eat bereavement.
DE.AD.
Fri lay night a little after12 o'clock
Mrs Ramie:ph ide diet' at her
home seven sir eigle miles from till
eit y.
Mrs Dade, who was the' oldest
daughter of Mr. Thorpe.% Green, was
in the fifty•firet year of her age. She
had been ita A-41W for more than a
year, hut her dealt bad not been ex-
oreted until quite recently. She was
a most excellent worrier, aod was
greatly beloved by a large circle of
friends who knew her welt-who
knew her worth. She was a conse-
crated elirietian, having for years
asset' a faithful and coneistent mem-
ber of the Nitith Street Presbyterian
ehurch. To such, a Woman as was
Ws, Dade diath Co_ld have no ter-
rors, her pure and lovely life having
disarrued it of its sting. Death here
simply meant to her a release from
Puttering and the beginning of that
life whieh is the goal that every fol-
lower of the lowly and humble Nee I-
rene hopes to reach.
The funeral services, which will be
eondueted by Bev. W. L. Nourse,will
take 'dace at half past ten o'clock to-
morrow morning at her late residerice.
The interment will be at the family
burying ground.
To The Public.
We are glad to inform our eipstom-
ees that we have accepted the agency
for the Carlstetit Medicine Co's.
great German Remedies-notable
Liver Poweder and Syrup. As these
preparations are fruits of long years
of study both tu Germany and this
country of prominent physiciel e, It e
formul• of which liss been se • ure.
by them, for which they ciees
reccommend them for lovn
constipation, NIPS, hick h• toe. ,
indigestion eke. The Canso e • 
a .
iciue Co. request us to r.. .••• I. en
their atemedies or refund y.•re. ii..e.ea
where eatiefeetion is not me-
delicate ladies and clat o thew
highly roccommeud their ts• s p. W .
have received a libel., I seee'•. • '
both Syrup and Pow II. is • ' • .
which we will distribute fa • re ,u4s
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DEPLORABLE CONDITION.
The settlers in the Cherokee strip
are in a poverty-stricken condition
and before mid-winter will doubtless
appeal to the country for relief. Two
months ago :Xi0,000 settlers rushed in
to the strip. Tbey staked 
out farms
and laid out town lots and built 
two
clues of 6,000 each. 30,000 persons
settled in thew two cities eight weeks
ago, but 12,000 are all that remain
now, and probeb'y half of that num-
ber would be glad to get away. Perry
the metropolis of the strip, is a typi•
cal frontier town. For 6,000 
inhabi
tants there are sixty seloons, fort
y-
five gambling houses'. two dance halle
and nearly three hundred lawyer
s.
The people live on the spoils 
taken
from each other. Many of them 
have
spent their last dollar, but they a
re
still holding on—hooing to sell the
ir
town lots. Many' have to beg for
maiething to eat. It is said to be just
as bad in the little towns and out on
the farms which cannot be made pro-
ductive for two years. Thousands of
people are too poor to leave, but the
telegraphic dispatches report that al-
most every day processions cf hal
f-
starved women and children may be
seen on their way to tire nearest rail-
way stations to begin their round tr
ip
to their old homes. Without money
and without food and,in some place
s,
without fuel and water, the settler,
are in a very bed fix and if they are
not aided • great many of them 
will
starve.
Wby do the Republican newspapers
howl and yawp about Mr.Cleveland's
poliey with reference to Hawaii?. It
hi mere partisan spite, for all honest,
fairminded patriotic people in the
United States are opposed to haviog
their government stand before the
world in the guilty light of having
had its troops used by a corrupt Min.
toter in the perpetration cf a fraud
and a diabolical plot of alien conspir-
ators egainst a government which
had been recognized by the United
Stater, and with which this country
had been at peace and upon the most
friendly terms. This silly ranting
about "restoring a mouarchy" is
nauseating. Independent, liberty.
loving and honest people admire Mr.
Cleveland for the just and honorable
stand which he has taken for the res-
toration of goeen Lilictuak•lani who
was , dethroned by fraud and force—
the perpetrators of the fraud using
the force of this great repablic
through the agency of Stevens, the
unscrupulous and corrupt Minister to
Hawaii, who was deep into the con-
spiracy to overthrow the legitimate
government.
The People's party made an exceed-
ingly poor @bowie, at the recent elec-
tions. It Is now apparent that there
Is no use for a third party, and no
room for it. The opposing theories
of government are represented by
the Democrats and the Republicans
and they must fight to a tintsb. The
dissatisfied voters in the Democratic
party are fast coming to the sensible
conclusion that it will not improve
matters to join the People's pony and
thee assure the triumph of the Re-
publicans, and the more' thoughtful
member* of the People's party are
now beginning to realize that their
beet chance for obtaining tariff re-
form and financial relief is to get on
the national platform with the Dem-
ocratic masses and demand the re-
demption of of its pledges. The Peo-
ple's party has had its brief day, and
will soon be a mere memory.
The high protective tariff organs
that claim the Democrats are afraid
to fulfill the pledges of the platform
In regard to land reform are wasting
their time and making themselves
ridiculous. The Democrats will re-
form the tariff, and will levy a tariff
tax for revenue purposes only, sod in
levying it no partiality will be shown
—for all industries, all sections and
oil interests will fare alike. No spec-
ie/ advantage will be given any in-
dustry, but all. will be put on the
same footing. The principle of pro-
tection is unconstitutional and the
Democrats, of course, will shun it
where the protection affirded would
be for protection's sake instead of a
mere Incident naturally following a
horizontal tariff. The tariff duties
will the laid simply 'to aid in raising
the necessary revenue for the govern-
ment.
It is most earnestly to be hoped that
the announced intention of the Dem-
°erotic leaders to have a business
session ofeongress will be carried out.
If the tariff bill, the income tax bill
and the principal appropriation bills
ere ready to be reported when the
megaton begins next month there is no
reason, unless it be the idiotic and
time-killing "courtesy" of the United
States Senate, why the business
should net be completed and an ad-
journment reached by the first of
next June. A short business eeseion
would not only be very beneficial to
the Democratic party, but could be
regarded by the whole country as a
benefaction.
Congressman Bryan is very level-
headed on the income tax question.
"A tax on Incomes," he says, "could
be raised or lowered from year to
year, according as the needs 'of gov-
ernment required, and would to some
extent, compensate for the inequali-
ties of indirect taxation." This was
the principle adopted by Sir Robert
Peel, and it has given complete satis-
faction to all classes ever since. It Is
an equitable and practical solution of
of the revenue problem, and should
be adopted In this coeutry.
The admirers of Benjamin Harrison
in the Hoosier Stele, scared at the
rapid growth and large proportions of
the McKinley boom, are now at work
organising for the purpose of secur-
ing his re-nomination for the Presi-
dency. Many secret clubs are being
formed all ever Indiana with this O-
m* Is view.
Attorney General Hendricks is in-
vestigating the law and the facts re-
lative to the gobbling up of the Ches-
apeake, Ohio and Southwestern ral---
road by the Louisville and :vashville
railway Company. It is to be hoped
that every possible legal step will be
taken to enforce the provision of the
new Constitution against such na-
tality.
THE MOST EQUITABLE TAX.
The R.publicau party made the Ini-
quitous McKinley tariff bill the law,
with the aid of the North and the
East. This remarkable law, by en-
larging the free list and placing pro-
hibitive duties on articles produced
by the Northern and Eastern manu-
facturer, practically out off the gov-
ernment's most fruitful source of
revenue. When the Democratic ad-
ministration went out of office in 1889
it left a large surplus in the United
States Treasury, that had accumulat-
ed by reason of unnecessary tariff
legislation. The Republicans squan-
dered the surplus by the most extra-
vagant, wanton and reckless appro-
priations and cut off the sources of
revenue and at the same time in-
creased taxation by Imposing prohi-
bitive duties. The Democrats have
now to face this corestion of • proba-
ble deficit and they also have to pro-
vide for the growing needs of the
government. A'revenue tariff means
a reduction to the point of encourag-
ing importations, and from these im-
portations the government revenue is
collected. Under the high protective
tariff, in 1889, $63,000,000 was raised
by tariff taxation from the consum-
ers in the United States of the four
articles of woolen goods, cotton goods,
iron and steel goods under the tariff
tax. While $63,000,000 on these arti-
cles went into the United States Trea-
sury, $460,000,000 in all was raised
from the people, $387,000,000 being
paid to the monopoly manufacturiog
establishments of the United States.
It requires in the neighborhood of
000,000,000 to keep the machinery of
the government in motion and the
only large revenues which can be ac-
curately determined are thoee derived
from tobacco, beer and whisky. Even
after Congress shall have reduced the
tariff to a revenue basis the revenues
dervied therefrom would be fluctuat-
ing and rather uncertein, and it is to
cover this point that the best men in
Coogreee and throughout the country
are advocating the levying of a grad-
uated income tax. By the imposi-
tion of an income tax the low tariff
schedules can remain the same and
the income tex be lowered or raised
by Cohgress according to,the necessi-
ties of the government. The Ways
and Means Committee has appointed
a sub-committee to draft an income
tax bill,-which it is believed will be
presented and discussed simulta-
neously with the tariff bill.
The income tax has been adopted
by a large number of European coun-
tries, notably Germany, Austro-Hun-
gary, and England. The income tax
law has been in most succ artful oper-
ation In England for fifty-one years,
and it is indorsed by all the greatest
minds of that country and gives very
general satisfaction to the people and
enables the English Government to
raise revenue without having to re-
sort to tariff taxation. Twenty-five
thousand persons in the United
Suites are estimated to own $32,000,-
000,000 of the wealth of this Govern-
ment, and yet by a tariff tax on the
necessaries of life there is not one of
this lucky number that pays as much
tax as does a poor farmer with a wife
and three children, and this immense
sum is thus allowed to escape taxa-
tion and pay not one cent of tribute
for the maintenance of our Govern-
ment. The poor people pay the bulk
of the tax, for under the high protec-
tive tariff, practically, everything a
poor man buys is heavily taxed. A
large part of his small income is ab-
sorbed for the support of the Govern-
ment it he buys imported goods. If
he uses altogether articles made in
the United States he supports the
class of rich •nd privileged monopo-
lists upon whom has been conferred
the autocratic power to levy ,tribute
upon the masses of the people. Al
the same time the rich, whose expen-
ditures are largely for articles of lux-
ury, escape with a small burden.
Now, to remedy this Congress should
reduce the tariff to as Jew a level as
possible for a revenue tariff, and
make up the deficit by imposing a
graded income tax. No better sys-
tem could be adopted to equalize the
burdens of government. It will placer
the wealth of the country on the
same level with labor so far es taxa-
tion is concerned, and taxation com-
prehends pretty much all of the pow-
er of the government for good or evil.
There can be no equity in taxation
unless the wealthy classes of the
country are called upon to pay their
just and proportionate share of the
expenses of the government. The
equity of the income tax is ore of the
chief things that reoommend.lt to all
patriotic citizens. It is greatly to be
hoped that Congress will adopt an
income tax law as soon as practica-
ble. A bill should be reported, dis-
cussed and acted upon in conmection
with the tariff reform bill. The large
majority of the people ofthe United
States strongly favor an income tax,
and will be greatly disappointed if
Congress fails to enact such a law.
CHICAGO'S ROES.
Chicago is in the middle of a bad
dz. Murders, burglaries and high-
way robberies are such frequent oc-
curences thereat night that the police
authorities are resorting to severe
measures. Between the hours of 1
o'clock in the morning every citizen
who is on the streets is compelled to
give an account of himself if he meets
a policeman. Persons caught in al-
leys and private yards are shot if
they do not bold up their hands when
they are ordered to do so. Recently
burglars have been known to plunder
several stores there at the same hour
in the same block and carry off the
stolen goods in wagons, with no effort
at concealment. Men have been
found murdered in all parts of the
city, and, since the close of the Col
umblan Exposition,crimes have been
far more rampant than was ever
known before. There are two thous-
and policemen in Chicago, but they
can not properly patrol one hundred
and eighty square miles. Extraordi•
nary precautions are necessary, and
every housekeeper in the city is
armed. The authorities have issued
circular, to the citizens in which the
situation is fully explained, and all
law abiding citizens admit that the
new regulations are absolately neces-
sary. A reputable citizen who is on
the streets between 1 and 5 o'clock in
the morning will not object to an-
swering reasonable questions asked
by the police, because It is well un-
derstood that these strict regulations
Ire for the peace and welfare of the
community.
The Supreme Court of New York
has reversed the decision of the lower
court which refused Mr. Laidlaw
$.56,000 damages from Russell Sage.
Mr. Laidlaw was a clerk In the office
of Husain Sage at the time that the
Boston crank or Anarchist called In
to see Sage with a satchel of dyna-
mite which he proposed to explode if
certain demands of his were not ac-
ceded. When Sage saw the crank
swing the satchel he grasped his
clerk, placed tbat person between
himeelf and the:assassin, and when
the dynamite went off it seriously
wounded the clerk and left Russell
Sags unharmed. Of ,course he had
no right to lay his hands on Laldiaw
and shove him into great danger, and
he even refused to pay the surgeon
who attended upon Laidlaw and
driveled his many painful wounds.
There is much delight manifested at
the decision of the Supreme Court,
for the grasping, unscrupulous, pone-
Timm and heartiest, old millionaire
has but few friends. ,
iThere can be tot questiou that an HE
A GRADUATED INCOME TAX.
income tax Is an equitable tax. It is
levied on wealth and not on the toil-
leg masses. The precentage of the
tax can very, easily be changed every
year, if necessary, to meet the needs
of the United States Treasury, and
the change would ure. like tariff
duties, affect the price of raw materi-
als and manufactured products. A
graduated income tax on isrge in-
comes is what the country II3W
needs. A man with an income of
$10,000 a year would, under a 2 per
cent. tax pay $200 per annum, aud if
his income is $100,000 he would pay
$4,000, because in his case the tax
would h. 4 per cent. This way o
graduating the income tax increae
the pereentiage of the tax as the .1.-
comes grow larger. This tax Is bad-
ly needed to make up the deficiency
in the Treasury that will be caused
by the coming reduction of tariff du-
ties, but is also gr- atly needed be-
cause it is so just an • ego 
table. The
barden of taxation e o 
i be borne
by the men who are best 
able to bear
it-the men who enjoy the la
rgest
share of benefits under our govern-
ment. It is gross and rank injeatice
to allow a citizen with an income 
of
$10,000 to go untaxed, 
while Itie
neighbor with a small cottage or
little farm pays probably $100 a yea 
.
It would really be better 
to do away
with the system of raisi
ng revenue
from tariff duties, as the sm 
runts
must vary greatly. Some years 
there
must be a surplus tempting 
reckless-
ness and extravagatioe 
in appropria-
tions. In other years these are 
liable
to be deficits suggesting change
s in
the ratee of duty. But too freqeent
changes In tariff duties are not 
bene-
ficial because they alter 
the condi-
tions ender which industry and 
busi-
ness must be carried on. Wit
h a
variable tax (iike the income tax) a
surplus can be checked or a deficien-
cy supplied. Changes in the rates 
of
an income tax in no way elects
 the
price of raw material or manufactur-
ed products. Opponents of an 
ineorne
tax are trying to create a 
prejudice
against it by calling it by calling 
it
"a war tax in time of 
peace." Let
these kickers look at our present 
high
tariff. It was increased to an out-
rageously high average for war pur-
poses, with the distinct promise 
that
it should be lowered 
again when the
We I necessity passed away. 
Instead
of that it has been still 
further
advanced until now the infa
mous
robbery of the people is boldly 
and
insolently claimed as a right 
by the
privileged gang whom the 
iniquitous
system enriches. The 
Ways and
Means Committee of the lower br
anch
of Congress should go ahead
 and
make a big cut in the tariff 
schedules
and then prepare an income tax 
bill.
Give the rich peopie an 
opportunity
to bear their just 
proportion of the
burden of taxation. The 
fundament-
al pritciple of 
taxation is that those
who receive protection 
from the Uov•
ernment should pay for it, and 
this
protection is were important to 
those
who have accumulated gre
at wealth
than those who have missed 
the op-
portunity of accumulating much
lucre. The estimate has 
recently
been made that under to
e present
system of indirects taxation 
11,620,000
families that average an 
annual in-
come of $968 to the f
amily pay 90 per
cent of the taxes of this 
Government
while 182,000 famines 
that average
$238,l0 annual income to the 
family
do not pay moro than 3 per 
cent. of
the Government revenues. 
All in-
vestigation shows that the 
bulk of
the taxes is paid by 
labor, and this is
• burden in addition 
to comparative
poverty that labor should 
not be com-
pelled to bear. A graduated 
income
tax is what is needed now.
CLEVELAND'S POSITION COMMEND-
ED.
Mr. Cleveland's admirable 
position
on the Hawaiian qu
estion is com-
mended by all patriotic and 
fair-
minded men. The silly Republ
ican
falsehood that his policy is to erect 
a
monarchy upon the ruins of a repub-
lic can not out-run the truth. 
The
facts in the case are familiar t
o the




their Minister to Hawaii, landed 
the
armed Marines from the 
Warship
Boston and assisted a handfull 
of con-
spirators to overthrow a friendly




This was clearly in violation of 
all
tradition., practices and precedents
of American diplomacy. It is ab
surd
to cell the system of government *et
up there by Minister Stevens and 
the
gang of conspirators a republic. That
form of government only is Republi-
can which is the choice of the majori-
ty of the people governed. If the
majority of the Hawalisne desire to
overthrow the monarchy they Can
smirchse their will whenever 
they
choose. The United States h
ave no
interest and no rightful power 
in the
premises. But when a great 
wrong
has been committed by the United
States, through thir Mlnister,it is the
plain duty of our government to
right the wrong, and Mr. Cleveland's]
Just and patriotic position on this
question is growing upon the coun-
try.
A REMARKABLE BILL.
F. T. Taylor. tbe colored lawyer of
Kansas City, whom President Cleve-
land has appointed Minister 
Plenipo-
tentiary and Eevoy Extraordinary 
to
Bolivia, has prepared a bill to be in-
troduced in Congress, baying for its
object the preventing of lynching.
This bill provides that any county in
which a lynching takes place shall
be compelled to pay ten thousand
dollars to the family of the victim.
The families of worthless fellows
would be delighted to have lynch-
logs to occur at half that amount. It
is claimed that able lawyers have
pronounced the bill constitutional,
and the Minister says that he is con-
fident that it will become a law. He
believes that it would prevent any
further lynchings because the tax-
mere of a county would take special
care to elect a sheriff who would do
his beet to prevent a mob from taking
a prisoner from him. The payment
of $10,000 every time a person was
lynched would be quite an expensi
ve
thing. It would touch the pockets of
property owners, and cause them to
carefully guard against any lawless-
ness that would deplete their f
inances
to that extent. It is not
 likely that
Congress will make Minister 
Taylor's
bill a law. It is a palpab
le infringe-
mint of State rights, and lynchings
should be dealt with by the local
governments just like other murders
and homicides.
When Baby was sick, we gar. her Oastorim
Whess she was • Child, the .1 for Caste:trim
When the became dim she to Castor%
When she had Children. she gave them Oastofea.
RE IS
GOOD NEWS.
We Will Surely have
Telephones Soon.
The Cumberland Telephone and
Telegraph Company Has
Purchased all of the
Rights and Privileges of the South
Kentucky Company in the city of
Hopkineville.
WORK WILL BE BEGUN SOON.
At last we are to have a splendid
telephone service Hopkineville.
The deal has already been made
ash rehy the Cumberland Telephone
and Telegraeh Company has secured
all the rights and t rtvileges of the
South Kentucky Telephone Company
of Ws city. This Company will at
once begin work here and it will
be only a few weeks before
the lines will be up for
use. This company will begin by
tenting in fifty-foot poles in place of
the old ones now standing. A new
exchange will be furnished also. By
this deal the people of Hopki nee
secure not only
a f sr better service in the city Itself
than it could otherwise have done,
but it will be put in connection with
a system that extends over a great
portion of Kentucky, Tennessee and
ev.oi in to Indiana.
This company ham for some years
owned the poles between this city and
Clarksville. It is now building a
first-class line, niateille circuit, be-
tween Clarksville and Nashville
which will glue us direct connection
with Nashville. The matellic circuit
is made with two wires and is there-
by free from all interference@ such as
noises of watem•, street cars and so
forth, which are necessarily caught
up by a single wire which has both
uds grounded.
The Cumberland Compauy Intends
to build right away a line which will
take in Pembroke, Trenton, Guthrie,
Etitton, Ruseeliville and other towns
in this section of couutry.Thecompany
will also complete its line between
Hopkinsville and Henderson, twenty
miles of which has been built already,
-this will then put Lis in C0030313111-
cation with Morgantield, Uoiontowo,
Shawneetown, Illinois and Evans-
Ind , as these places are at pre-
sent connected with Henderson. We
Will also be connected with Owens-
boro as there is a line from that city
to Heud-rtion. These lines will all
be und•r the management of one
company and as the rates charged
are to be exceedingly reasonable it
will be seen that Hopkinsville is very
fortunate in being one of the points
on the line of this big telephone eye-
tern.
Mr. Caldwell, of the Cumberland
Company, who is In the city to day,
assures us that work will begin at
once-in fact, his company has al-
ready ordered the Louisville & Nash.
ville Railroad Company to place
isoaae fiat cars for them in Nashville
on which to ship their poles for Hop-
kine•ille.
HOOD'S AND ONLY HOOD'S.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is carefully
prepared from Sarsaparilla, Dande-
lion, Mandrake, D )ck, Pipsissews,
Juniper berries and other well•known
remedies, by a peculiar combination,
proportion and process, giving to
Hood's Sarsaparilla curative powers
not possessed by other medicines. It
effects remarkable cures when other
preparations fail.
Hood's Pills cure biliousnes..
THE GOVERNOR
Interferes With the Affairs of
the Attorney Generara
Office.
Attorney General Hendricke, as
the bead of the department of justice
in Kentucky, and in conformity with
the duties which the people elected
him to discharge, began an luvestiga-
tion of the deal between the C. 0. ek
S. W. and tne L & N. railroads with
the intention of doing what he be-
lieved the law warranted him in do-
ing-tLat is looking after the inter-
ests of the people, but the Governor
has stet ped in and interfered with
the workings of a department of the
government which is as independent
as is his own, and it seems that At-
torney General Hendricks will now
drop the matter and let the governor
run the thing to suit himself. if
Gov. Brown would attend to the af-
fairs of his own office he would have
enough to keep him busy. The fol-
lowing dispatch has been sent out in
regard to the affair:
Frankfort, Nov. 23 -"Gov. Brown
has taken notice of the reports that
Attorney General Hendricks was
preparing to bring, in the Franklin
Circuit Court, an injunction suit to
prevent the proposed transfer of the
C. 0 sk S. W. to the L.& N., and that
Humphrey & Davie had been engag-
ed by the Attorney General as assist-
ant counsel. The Goverttor yester-
day cent to the Attorney General a
letter, bluntly Informing the latter
that in his opinion the Franklin Cir-
cuit Court had not special jurisdic-
tion in the matter, that if it had
the Governor had thern sole right
to employ assistant counsel
and that in his opinion it was the du
ty of a Commonwealth's Attorney to
bring the suit with such assistance
se the Governor might employ. The
Attorney General returned a tart an-
swer, accepting the Governor's letter
as a notification that he proposed to
ook after the matter himself. He
will therefore go no further in the
preparation of his suit."
Awarded Highest Honors World's Felt.
ffPRICES
Teal' Baking- .Powder
The only Pure Crean; of Tartar Powder.-No Ammonia; No Alum.
Used in bdillious Hcmcs--4c Ycar itandsrS
"AN AMERICAN BEAUTY."
Oar Thanksgiving Gift to Every Dee
of Our Readers.
By special arrangement with the
publishers, we are enabled to mate
every one of our readers a present of
an exquisite oil panel picture, 20 in-
ches high, entitled "An American
Ileauty," which has been admired by
all who have seen it. This superb
picture Is fr.sm the brush of the same
artist who. painted the "Yard of Prus-
sic." and "Yard of Roses." The re-
production is equal in every respect
to the original, from which it cannot
be distinguished, and accompanying
It are fu.I directions for framing at
home at a cost of a few cents, thus
forming a beautiful ornament for the
high, narrow well-spaces for which
it is eo difficult to obtain pictures of
the proper shape. It is a supberb
Tnankegiving gift. Send your name
and address to the publisher, W. Jen-
nings Demoreet, 15 East 14th Street,
New York, with three cents. (either
in stamps or pennies) to pay for the
packing, mailing, etc , and mention
[bat you are a reader of the NEW ERA
and you will receive by return mail
oue of these valuable works of art.
Seems To Be Right.
A short time ago the :NEW ERA of-
fered a little four and a half million
dollar reward to the person who
would explain how the following
could be:
"In a private boarding house in
Cincinnati lived two small families
of three people each; two grown per-
sons and one child in each family,
yet these two families of six people
are so connected that there is among
them one fattier, three mothers, two
are widows, one mother-in-law, one
grandmother, two aunt., one uncle,
one nephew, one niece, two cousins,
one sister-in-law, one brother-in-law,
one husband and one wife."
A few days ago a lady from the
Pee Dee neighborhood sent in the
following in regard to the above
much mixed up relationship.
Pee Dee, Ky., Nov. 18.h, '93.-Mr.
Editor.-I give the following explan-
•tion of the puzzle that le in the
New ERA of Friday, Nov. 17th, lirad.
I give all the .people names because
I can explain it better. Mr. and Mrs.
SAM White and their daughter, Fan-
ny, live in one room of the boarding
house, arid Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Annie
White and her son, Willie, live in
another room. Mrs. Sam White and
Mrs. Annie White are Mrs. Brown's
dauehters, and they married broth-
ers. There Is only one father, Mr.
Sam White-F*0E1y White's father
There are three mothers. Mrs. Sam
White is Fanny White's mother,
Mrs. Annie "%Visite is Willie White'e
mother and Mrs. Brown is Mrs.
Sam White's and Mrs. Annie White's
mother. There are two widows, Mrs.
Brown and Mrs. Annie White. Mrs.
Brown is Mr. White's mother-in-law
and is Fannie and Willie White's
grandmother. mere are two aunts;
Mrs. Sam While is Willie White's
aunt and Mrs. Annie White is her
brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Sam
White are husband and wife.
A YOUNG LADY
Accidentally Shoots Her Sweetheart
With His Own Gen.
Lest Sunday a young man named
Williams, who used to keep a store at
Fruit Hill, went to see bis sweetheart
several miles from Hopkineville and
took dinner with her. As they were
leaving the dining•roosu the young
lady saw the handle of a pistol stick-
ing out of Williams' pocket and grab-
bing the weapon she pointed it at the
young man and telling him to "look
out" she pulled the trigger. The pis-
tol was discharged, the ball entering
the young man's cbeek and knocking
out several of his teeth came out
on the opposite side of his face, in-
flicting • painful but not dangerous
wound. The young lady, Hiss Jennie
Carpenter, said that she thought it
was only a toy pistol or she would
neeer have touched it. Although to
serious damage was done, the young
lady regrets the affair very much.
THE ODD FELLOWS.
An Unprecedented Growth-The Total
Membership Over 1,000.000.
St. Louis, Nov. 22 -The forty-sixth
annual seesion of the Grand En-
campment of Old Fellows convened
here yesterday with a good attend
auce. Grand Representative Jewell
and Msybury in their annual reports
say the condition of the order calls
for devout thanksgiving on the part
of every Old Fellow in the land
The net increase in menibership dur-
ing 1892 was over 50,0011, unprece-
dented in the history of the order,
and from what has been learned of
the increase in this year It is greater
than last year. Toe total member-
ship to-day, including the Sister of
Rebekah Branch, is estimated at
over 1,000,000.
SEDUCTION
Charged Against a Kentucky Student
for the Ministry by an
Indiana Girl.
Special to the New Ent-
Franklin, Kr, Nov. 23.—A. C. Sad-
dler, who has been attending sehool
at Oakland City, Ind , was arrested
yesterday no a requisition from the
Governor, charged with the seduction
and ruin of Miss Daisy Haswell, aged
sixteen, of Oakland ('ity. Young
Sadler has been studying for the
ministry. It is said that Miss Has-
well belongs to one of the best tam' -
lies of Oakland ('ity.
Mr. Sadler pays he visited Miss
Daisy frequently, but denies the
charge brought against him. He hi!.
been teaching school near this city
for two months and w's arrested in
the school room. He left this morn•
log for Oakland City in company
with Officer Vireling, of Indiana, and
Walker & Walker, an able law firm
of this city, who go to defend him.
The affair caused a sensation here.
HE CAME NOT,
A Voting Lady Who Waited for the
Bridegroom That Never Can.e.
The following special was sent out
to the press from Clarksville, Tenn.,
• few days ago:
Miss Lula Edmondson, a pretty
Oakwood girl, Was to have become
the wife of Orrin Rilllns, of DJtoon-
ville, an evening or two since. She
had a handsome wedding outfit all
complete, and a short while before
the hour for the nuptials, arrayed
herself in her bridal robe.
Together with the invited guests
she awaited the coming of her lover,
but he did not put in his appearance,
and soon afterward Miss Edmonds ve
was shocked by a message sent to her
that Rollins had married Miss Fula
Harris, another young lady of the
village of Oakwood. After offerlrie
their condolence the guests departed.
Miss Harris had been selected by
Miss Edmondion as one of her a!-
tendants, and she w•si wedded to
Rollins attired;In th -0-- .he was
expected to have wolo a• a brick--
maid.
TI E I.a. N. DEAL.
It Is Said that the Attorney General
Will Try to Prevent II If
Possilble.
regard to the deal whereby the
I.. & N. secures eontrol of the C. 0. &
et. W. R. R , the Louisville Time, of
yesterday has the following to say:
Lively titmice and big lit .gation are
ahead for lila- Iwo biggest radroade in
the State, if the appeerance ot thine
hers !roes for auythimr. There he
good reamon to believe that the Attor-
ey Ue,,eral Is preparing early pr ion
this coils didation of the I & N and
C , 0. At S. W railrom:e and 1.0 pre-
vent the Conchi to Illation of the recent
deal looking there-to. It is known
that the Attorney General Ilse united
with him the firm of Humphrey &
Davie, of L as special cioni-
eel in this matter, and that lie is now
engaged with them in investigating
the A tailitiruoiat 
ion.
e1ie about the matter this
morning, the Attorney General natu-
rally appeared reticent in advance of
any actual aetion taken. Ile said:
'You can say that the Attorney Gen-
eral is busily engeged iii investigating
the law arid facts touching the pro-
posed tratimier of the Chesapeake,
Ohio & Southwestern Railroad Com-
pany to the L iuicviiie & Nashville
system. He i• riot ready to make •
statement beyoud the fact that he is
in consultation about the matter with
assistant counsel, and will do as
promptly as possible what seems pos-
sible.'
Your correspondent nevertheless
hap good reagou to believe that actual
legal proceeding's will he beguit with-
in a few days.
A TEST CASE






ept ,dal to the New Era.
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 22.- Mr. Jets.
P. Helm, of L uuisvulle, appeared yes-
terday before the State It Yard of N'al-
uation in regard to:the taxable valua-
tion fixed by the hoard mi the Hen-
derson bridge.
The board adhering to its vsinat ion
of $1,900,000, aside from the $691,000
fixed by the Assessor, it was agreed
that a suit ehould be instituted to trot
the right of board to beet] its van's-
lion ou the earning capacity of the
bridge, both on tit- stock and owl&
of the company.
As ills a somewhat similar it...motion
of taxation to the right to tax a house
for its full valuation without deduc-
tion for mortgage indebtedness the
suit will be a matter of considerable
importance to the h ir and lawmakers
of the State, as well as to the taxpay-
ers generally.
TWO MILLIONS
Of Dollars Worth of Property
Goes I II Ill Smoke.
When you come
to Hop kinsville.
FORA 4-11-21. NO. 232.
THE
O. K. & X. N. T.
A Trentendoue Fire In the Heart of
the City of Springfield. Mass-
Wesineeday
it, the New Er.
Springfield, Mass., NOV. 22 —A
fearful tire broke out here this niorn-
ing at two o'clock in which two mil-
lions of dollars worth of property was
consumed. The blocks burned were
the Dexter and Dicainson. The tire
originated at No. 93 Washington
street. (Fendower Hotel, Mayo
block and9thers b ,trued. The city
was saved by ontsbiet aid.
KNOWLEDGE
Brings comfort and improvement am)
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly used. The many, who live bet-
ter than others and enjoy life more, with
le-4 expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the world's best products tc
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in the'
remedy. Syrup of Fir.
Its exoelience is due to its presenting
in the form most aeceptable and pleas-.
ant to the taste, the refreshing and,truly
beneficial properties of a perfect lax-
ative ; effe,.;tuany cleansing the system;
dispelling colds, headaches and fever*
and permanently curing constipation.
It has given satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the medical
profession, because it acts on the Kid-
neys, Liver and Bowels without weak-
ening them anti it is perfectly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Figs is for sale by all drug-
gists in 50e and $1 bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
package, also tt.e name, Syrup of Figs
and being well informed, you will not







to,: I.; ::•. r C e.II•
f r• m..11 err•r• or later
rve•,•••en. Use revulta of
• ,er,Aork, vIcline•s,
•rr, .1•1•• Full s(rrogriti,
development •nd t,,n•
glen to ery .4-gen and
prtit•n of the body.











Our Price Lint of RYA-
(IN IIIS, TCLIPS, LILIES
and reasrs, fINIT-fel and
Teen, all nut table for FALL
Planting, will be mailed









.-!as led all Worm Renvedi0S.
Kir;'y r riJAP"'TFED.
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LI.cSir, . NC. 1E1..
Bargain Seekers'
Excursion Ticket!
riaAn Untimu-dt in,:, rt 
i:..,TARp.rti.LI,
oyes Allowed, 
GOOD ON ALL This COMPANIES LINcli.
A. Lie
(Awl. Pa senger Art.
NOTICE! IMPORTANT!
The ywraons who heeept this ticket must be
able to read and appeeclettet it geed after whsb
they tee it Everythieg goes at the lowest
rate. on all our lines. V nl Itruted seecemmoda
tIon•• ml t l• •Nt I If CV hillg
In.'ju iii 
0.18 arid not be tolerated by the manage-
v or neglect nu our comb,: es and tdh-
CONDUCTORS' INSTRUCTIONS.
Pans the hearer, -hes •Il rtght." R. kind
snit considerate to bid us awl children or yt u
will g-t th grand bout), e. Putvh any matt
winter nainet."Deonlo." Get a move on you
and don't moue ey too much w I th the titot;tr







\ obode stops here. (food place for t mid
people If the• have plenty of boodle to throw
et birds g eep cool from this pint on.
Route lie. ehrotigh rough rough country.






Reepectahle town, but unpopular. Noue of
the people Sr. friends or yours. Train will
flit tip here with ex .ureloni- ta-elad to get
away. Don't get oil' or you wIll get left.






This part of mute is over would-he comb e-
titor,' lines We •rs not responsible for sect-







D tret come off the perch. Look ou for
conthienee men and everybody else on -
due or on thts division of • bad f gg. Watch
him, and tak• no "stopovers."





Pull down the It I ds. B .y nothing Train
boy will try to *ell you brown bananas tor






8. esey and you'll pull through. Great
country Just ahead. Sou are on a down grade
iloubie &reek. running a rni'e a nitnnte No
;taper of collision.. It's breety, but tie down
















'an 9es RubberMR 
Goods, etc. etc.
Boy's a n d
Children's c oth





- FOR ALL BLOOD ARO SKIN DISEASES -
Ito t.-.-1, i i..•nottlettly twt.ed Ivy eft-
....est I,,,-,, Was and the orawrap, . to 7,.,, •Ild h. • rr !Rill In
Cr. quo -Sly 1,..1 ips 1 ria•ZW1Illy
SCII0FutA. ULCERS. ECZEM4,
RREUNATISM. r NIKES, ERJPTIOSIS,
ant all MA, ,,,, Ot t 4TIN• • KPH! .41•150 ikag..
ki - NNIM, s.. ,1: 1...s lowart•tth •Itry-, the soot
1•••athoweor 1•1•••-1 Also-asts If dtr...0 one mos fcl-
1•,ce.11. t-i. $1 rt.: bottle. 6 buttJe• furls. For
sale by .155./1.•
BENT FREE WON 01: It PI LI ICRES.
BLOOD BALL CO., Atlanta, Ga
IL,WelS40,11~1•41PW'llellhla'%1111




Nkte.)1..00..1L : dose. CU REa:
Tilta GRIST COL, H Hi Prom • y earn
where all others fail. 
ng 
Coughs, Croup, Sere
Throat, Hoarseness, Whoopi Cough and
Asthma. For Consumpti:in it has no riven
has cured thousands, sni WIll CURa YOU h
taken in time. Soil by Dnurgiota on • guar-
antee. For a Lame neck or Omsk use
SHILOH'S BELLADONNA PLAITS'
5 aye you ( atnrr t This remedy h









Whot •tr Smith Thinks Bo
Would Ifs,'
Said About Hood's Sarsaparilla
Had Shakespeare heed here and suffered as
I have. I think he would have said, Throw
away all medicine except Mood's susses-
Nita. As an Englishman. coming to this
climate, I have felt Cle ,:at much. In
the spring I felt tui If I had all the care and
anxiety ef America “n ply mind. I gtO one
loaf! of Hood'a barsapar,1"a and Mtge I bad
taken it I felt as U I could undertake
The President's Duties.
 Last month I had a return of priekly heat; it
seemed impossible to stand up or Its down
without almost tearing 4yiueU to pieces.
then got one more bottlo and it has not only
cured the heat but I Levees it put my blood
Hood's:=Cures
to good condllien. I advise ail to take
Hood's Sarsaparilla In the spring and
Groaos Uvalde, Terse.
Mood's Pills cure Nausea, Sick Heada
che,
Buioasess. Sold by all druggists.
Cotton Belt Route.






- -k KO at—
MEMPHIS kND TEXAS
—No Change Of Care Tio—
FORT WORTH, WACO cit. Inter-
mediate Points.
4.„6TWO DAILY TR INS
earn log Through Coseh••• awl retinas
sleepers. rya v ening the I' info t Pa Wily.
erasing and Timber lwa to, am" log tie




FARM 15(1 LAND/A.-I toeing 4b,,,j,a,m7
• I the, Arrant, oor., rural motto...and sac ee-
tally adsi ied toi he en tl•attedli or sni•il
fru; and earl, mitt/abler.
GRAZING LA NI314.-Aff.erding expellee&
post urage during a rq at Lbe • tare year,
liii comparatively close to the ;reel mar-
kets.
TIMBER LA NOS.- Covered with a' mow 4a-
exhausi ible forests of ye low pine, cy-
p-ess•nd tbe hard moo 'contemn to Ar-
kansan and East-r Texas,
Can be.peueur d on reasonable and advaatn-
geom. terms. Al, Hoe* e mat-et with and
have tickets on sale via the
Cotton Belt Route.
For rates, maps and all neuessary lefenell•
lion call on or aud ems
R TA; MaTTHEWs,
It P. A .
No. 45 Kentucky N•tyonal Bank Raikee.
Louise t.le. Ky.
Fred H. Jon a,
Dial. Peas. AgL
Memphis. Tenn.
W. (II. Adams, H. EL Sotto.,
Tray Pres. Ar Tree. Peas. Art,
Nashville, Tenn Ce aitaa Tana.
I A FA on, W. Left-Nome.
Oen•i. Supt., taffu'l. P. a 1. • gt...
Texarkana, Tex. $t. L.otuia, MO.
Word to the Wise!
----I wish to call your attention to the Elegant line:of
DRESS GOODS and NIKE
In all the New Shades at prices to suit all. While you are buying Gents',
Ladies', Misses' and Childrens' Underwear, in fact everything in Furnish-
ing Goods, remember I will give you the best value for your money. I
am selling the best Unlftundried Shirt in the market, the Patent Inserted
Sleeves, at the remarkable Low Prices of 45. 60 and 85 Cts.
Be sure you get it. My stock of Gent's, Ladies'. Misses' and Children's
BOOTS AND SHOES
Is too large and must be reduced. All my Gent's and Boy's btisvy Dodge
and Shoes will be closed out
Regardless of Cost!
Now is the time for you to save your hard cash. My stock of Notions.
Cloaks, Blankets, Trunks. Carpets, Rugs, Linaliums, Oil Cloths and in
fact every line of Goods in my house Id completed and at Remarka-
ble Low Prices- Call and be convinced.
To MI J‘l E Ss
SATURDAY ERN
!
On Suturday Morning, November 23th, we will place on
sale one lot of
Ladies' Felt Hats.
A special lot of' late style shapes from one of largest
houses in the United States. Sale from 7 a m to 12 m.
Your Pick of this Lot--
Positively only one Hat to a Custona:
TIE-131B 31E1A.CTIEC.MT COCO.,
(INCORPOR•TID.






J. FE. EI A.0-Gr
Stove Headquarters
We went into the stove business merely to supply th•
trade with something superior in the Heating and Cooking
Stave line, We searched the markets of the United
States tor the beat range manufactured. Vill,offer you the
IviluEsTle
As that range. Every lady to whom we have sold on.
adds her quota of praise to the fine teptitation of this
stove.
THE ROUND OAK
Is the heating Stove for the people. Call and examine
our large stock of these and cheaper stoves-
MUSIC BOX -101
GIVEN AWAY.
Every dollars worth of goods purchased of Morris Co-
hen gives purchaser a guess at a stand of wheat. The
person who guesses nearest the exact number of grains
will be presented with a grand Music Box wnich plays
eight tunes. It does't cost anything to look at the 'bas-
ic box.
Morris Cohen%
Main Bt.. next door to let National Bank.
BUSINESS
COLLEGE
BEN. C. lir orgx‘ Preside.
B. PERRY w tgega,,
N. E. Col. 4th and Market Sts.; Louisville, Ky. A live practical Business College,
taught by real practical book-keepers. No text books Book-keeping taught es
books are kept in actual business. Graham system of Shorthand taught.
















1..r E.. Prising sad firlilithsag Co.
$1 A YEAR
-
au ie reit at tee Posaillos is tiopluaevute as
4 coed class eagle".
Club Rates.
We will furnish the Weekly New
F.aa. and any of the publication
warned below at prices indicated:
oininereial Ossetia  11.70
O 4Ily Louni•ille Post.  510
Democrat.  1.75
CBteaoaws   eve





framer's Horse Joernals.  9.00
Se r I bner's Magazine  3 19
Book Buyer ,  1.50
H ar per'. IA aims' ne  4.10
HerperNi Weekly.  4.30
13 irper'• Bazar.   4.30
IlE•rper's Young People LSO
Home Magazine  it 15
K•ntucky ethddist .   1 75
Setreette igairsainer.  511
Friday, November 17, 1893.
some nub litoctstg.
Will Fox Is here from Clarksville.
1. J. Moutgornery, of Fddy•ille, is
Is the city.
Mr. R C. Hardwick has returned
trim Hartford.
Dr. Anderson, of Casky, was in
Limn thi. week.
• Mr. Les Casort, of Earliugton, Is in
the city.
r L; men McComb'', of Pembroke,
was here Lo thy.
Mies Lucile Philip.,
frogs Pembroke yesterday.
, Mr. Mike H tuna, of Earlington, is
lip the city this week.
Miss B &key, of Grace'', was In
Hopkinsville kioeolay morning.
Mrs. Flew Ctardy, of Newstead,
Was in the city shopping this week.
Miss Rosa Young. of the Beverly
might/or hood, was shopping in the
shy this weak.
M'-e. Jobe Clardy, of the Church
H II ueighborhood, was in the city
Mande, morning.
Mr. B . Crabtree, a popular citi-
zen of Empire, was here looking after
some matters of business this week.
was here
Messrs. D. L. Barnes aild Thos.
Power,, two prominent farmers from
the Fruit Hill precinct, were lu the
city this week.
Mrs. James Biakley and her charm-
log-daughter, Mies Liura, from Ceru-
lean Spriuge, were shopping in the
oily this week.
Mm. Thos. Baker, of Julien, wa
here to-day.
Mrs. Mary Watkins, of Pee Dee,
visited in the city to-day.
Mrs J. H. Ander•on and daughter
have gone to Owensboro on a visit.
'Squire Gsrrott, from the Cask;
neighborhood, was in the city to-day.
Among the visitors to the city to-
day were Mr. ant Mre. El. Stowe, of
Julien.
Mrs. J tines M.(reent.vlsltIg.ber
mother, Mrs. E k. Hathaway, in
0 sreusboro.
Paducah Qtandard: "Capt. S.
Buckner, • prominent bu.inees man
of Hopitiosville, spent yesterday in
the div.
Mrs. Emmett Caudle was In
Wednesday.
Mr. R. A. Russell,
here W•clueeday.
Jar. Jake Armstrong was
cerulean this week.
John M. Dulin, of Croftoo, was in
the city thle week on bueiness.
Mr. A. L. Carter, of South Chris-
tian, was in Hopkineville on business
Wednesday morning.
Mrs M. W. Downer and her charm
In, daughter, Miss Nonnie, from
Fairview, were in the city shopping
Ibis week.
U. W Thbs weut to Nashville this
week.
Mr. E E Wash, of Trigg county,
was here Tuesday.
Tom Petree went over to Nashville
on bust nese this week.
Mr. George W. Lindley was here
from Fairview this week.
Mr. Creed Haskins, of the Trenton
neighborhood, was here to-day.
D. J. tic-Chord, of the Kelly neigh-
borhood, was in the city to-day.
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Nance from
Pee Dee, were in the city this morn-
ing.
Dr. Walter Lackey, a prominent
young thysiciari, of Pembroke, was
here yesterday.
Mrs. John White, from the vicini-
ty of Walionia, was in the city shop-
ping thi• morning.
Mrs. Thos. Petree left yesterday for
a visit to her parents in Owensboro.
She will be gone several days.
Miss Amelia Firereni and Mrs. J. 8.
Fritz went down to Crofton yesterday
to visit 1.14eir parents, Mr. and Mrs. P.
F. Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. J )hn C. Lstham, of
New York, are in the city-the guest*





Mrs. J. F. Bible, who has been visit.
lag her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Bell, in this city, left last night for
Iona, Mich ,where she will make her
home In future.
Mr Aodrew HaH, of Marietta, Gs..
is •isttIng tripoli in Hopkinsville. Ti
said that Mr. Hall Intends to return
to this city and make his home here
again la the near future.
Park City Times: Fetcher Camp
of Hopkineville, k here to-day
to attend the Metcalfe-Barr nuptial'.
 Prank 34111, the well known
newspepsr titan of Hopkiosville, Is
here to rattend the atetcalfe-Bsrr
weddtag.
Great lea.
The greatest men are timee who
have dooe the moet for the good and
advancement of the human race
The man who stands most prominent-
ly before the publin to-day is the cure
of disease, is Dr. Greene, of 35 West
14 h street, New York, the discoverer
of that wonderful remedy, Dr
Green.'.. Nervera blood and nerve
remedy. He is the founder of that
great system of giving consultation
and advIce.by means of letter cones-
soodence, free of charge.
Write him a description if your
complaint, or send fir his symptom
blank, and be will send you an exact
descriptioo of your disease. He gives
most careful and explicit attention to
all lettere, answering all questions
and thoroughly explaining each
symptom so that you will know ex•
only what your complaint is; and
for all this be makes no charge. Dr.
Greene is the moat eu •cessful special-
ist in the cure Of all nervous and
chronic diseases and he giveleyou the
benefit of hts valuable ad•lee with no
expense to yoursel,, and by thus
writing him about your cease, you
will undoubtedly regain your health.
SEE WHAT
-The well-known manager of excur-
sions io Washington, California and
the White Mouutalue,--1. A Whit-
teetalb, says: I have never had any-
this, to do ire so much good as your
Sulphur Bitters. Its the beet ppriteg
medicine I ever used. I would ad-
vised all who st.ffer from bialloue.
areas and dyopolieis to use Sulphur
Bitter., 1or I know they cured me.
Our friend, Mr. Jas. Ferguson, hag




The largest lot of Clocks ever
brought to Hopkiumville at
YATES'.
FARMERS:-Gaither k West will
buy your wheat delivered at any eta-
Lion in the county. w12 tf.
LOST OR STOLEN. -Outs liver colored
Pointer bitch. Info' illation leading
will be appreciated
POLK CANSLEK.
Jae. Foster, a negro who war said
to be 91 years of age, died yesterday
at hie home a few mice North of
Hopkinsville. He will be buried this
afternoon.
The DA1LX NEW ERA Was five years
old Thursday. It is a strong and
healthy youngster and having passed
it, et period AO dangerous to infancy
bids fair to live to a ripe old age.
It turns out that the tobacco which
was burned in the fire at Clarksville
Monday morning was not the proper-
ty of Helium, it Edwards, as was
first stated, but belonged to Mr. Moe.
E I ards individually.
Reserved seats for Dr. TlIrnage's
lecture at the Tsbernacle on Decem
Mr 6 h, are now on sale at Rogers
Elgin's drug store. You bad better
purchase your sesta now as the best
ones will soon be sold.
In the Circuit Court at Leuisville
Frith,' two negroee, who hail been
found guilty of snatching pocket-
books from ladies at Fourth and
Chestnut, were sentenced to the State
pniitentiary for thirty years each,
the extreme pensIty,on three counts.
Shiloh's Vitalizer is what you need
for Dyspepsia, Torpid Liver, Yellow
Skin or Kudney Trouble. It is guar-
anteed to give you satisfaction.
Prim 75c. Sold by Wyly & Burnett
Having severed my connection
with Mr. Garner in the drug business
at Lafayette Ky , I wish to thank my
friends for their liberal support, and
hope they will continue the same to
Mr. Garner. This November the 1st,
'93. 30 3: W. E. TRAHERN.
The city authorities are putting up
a turnstile at the lower (Southern)
entrance to the cemetery. This will
be a great convenience to the public
as it has heretofore been necessary to
go to the upper gate to get into the
city of the dead on account of the
gate at this end being locked.
Mrs. Moore, of the White Plains
neighborhood, mention of whose at-
tempt to commit suicide Was made in
this paper a few days ago, is rapidly
recovering and will soon be well of
her wounds. Ste has left her home
and gone to liv - with her parents.
Her married life has not been one of
unalloyed happiness.
The ladies of the B tptist church
will hold their Berner and dinner at
Moayou'e Hall on Dec. 4th and 5th.
There will be many useful and fancy
articles for sale at a small cost, and
all will find it to their advantage to
Come and buy their Xmas presents.
& first class dinner will be served
each day from 12 to 2 o'clock, for 25
oeuts. No admission fee to hall.
vreod
The business meeting of the Young
People's Society of Christian Eu-
leavor of the First Preebytetian
cnurch will be held to-night after
prayer meeting-8 o'clock. After the
omituesi meeting there will be a
Pumpkin Pie social in the parsonage
if the church. The sum of ten cents
will be charged for the moist. All
,overs of Puinpkie "poie" are cor-
Belly invited to attend. .
Miss Sue Gregory died at an early
hour Wednesday at her home in the
Church Hill neighborhood. She had
been suffering far some time from an
attack of typhoid fever and a few
lays ago she contracted pneumonia,
and radually grew worm until death
oame to end her suffering. She was
• slitter of Metiers. Monroe and Col
umbus Gregory who are well-known
in this city.
Dr. E. R. W. Thomas, of Clarks-
ville, mention of who serious illness
rim been made in the New ERA.
died yesterday at his lesidence on
Madison street in that city. Dr.
Thomas who was sixty-nine years of
age, was one of the oldest and best-
known citizens of Clarksville. He
was a brother of Dr. J. P. Thomas, of
this city. The funeral took place
this morning at 10 o'clock from hie
late residence.
Capt. Sweeney, U. S. A., San Diego,
Cal., says: "Suil3tVe Catarrh Reme-
dy is the first medicine I have ever
found that would do m• any good."
Price Won. Sold by Wyly &Burnett.
The Murray Ledger of last week
says: "Christian county spells its
politics with a great big BLACK R,
which stands for Republica.. Judge
Landes, the candidate last year for
Circuit Judge, goes to the State Sen-
ate from that and Hopkins county.
Also Morgan, a Republican,'was elec-
ted Representative. Miss McDaniel
was chosen Sebocl Superintendent
against Mr. Frogge. The New ERA
says 'hell has broke loom in Christian
this time instead of Georgia.' "
Hawesville Plaindealer:-"Earnest
thoughtful men who have joined the
Third party, believing it would bring
relief to the people can see that every
issue is made tip between the old
parties, and there is no necessity or
room for another. Theollioe-seeking
prodigals who have gone astray had
better shoulder their affections and
earry them to tie* party of their
caotoe, as one of the old parties wilt
kill the fattened calves next Novem-
ber, and those who want veal had
better get home in time.
A Lluieville funeral director has
on his books the names of a number
of respected citizens who are cutting
a social dash with a new wife with-
out having paid the funeral expenses
of their departed mates, and a tomb-
stone man has a eimilar list of delin-
quents. The woman who takes; a
widower for better or for worse
should demand a receipt from the
undertaker and the tombstone man
before the knot is tied. She, too
may pates away and be remembered
only in the form of a disagreeable
debt when No. 3 shall have appeared
Mr. W. W. Ware, the president of
the Board of Directors of the Union
Taberuacle in this city, hart received
• letter from Rev. Sam P. Jones in
which Mr. Jones says that he will
come to Hopkinsville the first Sun-
day In February and begin a meeting
which will last for ten days. Mr.
Jones' admirers in this city are de-
lighted to know that they will have
soother opportunity of hearing him.
An effort was made some time ago to
get him to come here, but at that
time he had so many engagements
ahead that he was unable to Mx a
date.
The dealers in red liquor around
Elkton must (Hewer'se a most horriole
quality of "liquid bell fire and dirt
tilled dansnation"-as our prohibi-
tion friends term it-or else how can
the following from the Todd County
Times be accounted for: We are
informed by Willis Reeves Jr, that
there is a monster roaming the woode
about seven or eight tulles north meet
of Elkton. Last,Suari -y night while
two young men were goilig home
from church eornething looking very
much like a large bulldog attempted
to spring in their bugry as if to d.-
your them, but by the ure of Ow
buggy-whip and stick they had with
them they succeeded in keeping the
animal out of tue buggy. The what-
ever-it-is ham been seta by several
In.the.ueighborhoOd."




See the elegant line of Ciocks at
YATES'.
Mr. J. P. Fergu ton left an ear .of
corn at this office that is quite a curl
osity. The whole outer ',inlet is one
piece.
No other streaparilla hap iquisled
Hocd'ie tie relief it gives in sever-
est case. of dyspepele. sick headache,
biliousuette, etc
"The Three Link s" is the name of
a new monthly magazine which has
made or is about te make its appear-
ance in LskIngton. It is to be de
voted to the interests of the Kentucky
Odd Fellows,
If you want good seats for Dr. Tal-
mage's lecture at the Tabernacle on
I teeember 6ih., you had better secure
teem at once. The diagram of the
Taberbacle can be found at the drug
store of Rogers & Elgin on Main
street.
Mr. Hanson Penn Diltz had better
look to his laurels in the matter of
quilt making. he Cadiz Telephone
says that Mrs. OnisThomae, of Kirk-
my, Calloway, county, Ky , has
pieced and fitted together a quilt con-
taining 11,332 pieces.
Mrs. Mary Sawyer died Tuesday
at her horns near Crofton. Her
death was due to causes incident to
old age,--she being more than eighty
years old. Her body was Interred
to-day at the old Brown burying
ground in the neighborhoo i of
Pleasant Grove.
Sunday two negroes who live on
the farm of Mr. John K. Green, about
seven miles from this city, were scuf-
fling over a pistol. The weapon was
!accidently discharged and the baii
entered the neck of one of the negroes
and passed entirely through, making
• painful but not a dangerous wound.
The bail entered between the wind-
pipe and the jugular vein.
Geo. C. Long, Executor of J. M.
Clark, dec'd. will sell his personal ef-
fects on the farm, Tuesday, Novem-
ber, 28th, 1893, including this years
crop of wheat, oats, corn, hay and
clover seed, also fat hogs and other
valuable live stock.
Nov.13dles 2w.
Paducah News: "Who is most fear-
ed, the physician who bodily pus his
claims in public print, or the fellow
who hides behind the code of ethics,
writes Ls-in prescriptions and pours
medicine of which he knows little
into a body of which he knows
to cure disease of which he knows
nothing? This question is respect-
fully submittrd to the State Board of
health."
The city lock-up is being overhaul-
ed on the Inside. The wood frame
work whicb separates the cells is to
be torn out and steel or iron eubsti
tuted, thus rendering the concern
fire-proof ea well as mu ii stronger.
Mr. Gus Young has the contract for
the work, which would have been
done this week but for the absence
from the city of Mr. John Twy man.
the city engineer. Tne work will,
however, be completed by the latter
part of next week.
In another column of this paper
you will fled an ad. in which Yates,
the jeweler, tells the public of the
beautiful things what be has in the
shape of jewelry. One great feature
about Yates' stock of goods is that
while it is of the very best that money
can buy every article in his house is
sold at such a reasonable price.
Dr. Yates' manner of doing business
is to charge small profits ,and make
quick salsa. Go and see his stock of
goods-it speaks for itself. When
your watch or your clock is in need
of repair, bend to hie establishment.
He has in his employ a most skillful
workman who guarantees his work.
Louisville Times: "President
Huntington says the Louisville and
Nashville, in securing the Chesa-
peake, Ohio and Southwestern, made
a good bargain. He thinks it will in
crease the value of Louisville and
Nashville stock at !met 5 per cent
The acquired property runs through
he very beet part of K•utueity, an,
if operated in opposition to the Louis
ville and Nashville, would injure to
an extent equal to the interest which
it is required to pay to purchase it
Except for his desire to get rid of his
railroad holdings east of the Missis-
sippi he would not have parted with
the Chesapeake, Out° and South-
western.
For the past four or five weeks
painter, and carpenters have been
uusily engaged overhauling and re-
painting the interior of the court-
house. The walls and Ceiling In
many of the rooms have been cosi
pleted and the old Temple of Justice
is beginning tot Kik like a new build
ing inside. In several of the rooms
the appearance of things has been
added to very rotted by the putting
down of handsome new carpets. The
building had become very dingy and
dismal looking and the work of over-
hauling it was not begun any too
soon. An additional coat of paint in
the circuit court room is needed, and
will probably be put on.
Shiloh's Cure, the great Cough and
Croup Cure, is for sate by us. Pocket
size contains twenty-five dosee, only
Children love it. Wyly A 
BuroetL
-
There will be an Alliance barbecue
at Douglas station on Tuesday, No-
vember 28th. C. W. McCune, editor
of the National Economist, and our
of the few men who are making
money out of his Third Party theo-
ries, will address the !tipple in
Grange Hall on that occasion. Dur-
ing the course of hie:epee-eh Mr. Mc-
Cune will tell the People that his pa-
per, the Economist, is the greatest
Journal on this mundane sphere and
when his speech sha
imbed he will let an




places he tries to impress upon the
people the belief that he is the only
man living who understands the the-
ory of government.
At noon Saturday the 'jury in the
case of Wm. Omer, charged with
complicity In the murder of Abbie
Oliver in Union county, returned a
verdict finding the defendant guilty
as charged in the indictment and
fixed his punishment at coutitiemeut
in the penitentiary for life. Under
the instructions there was no com-
promise. It was either murder or it
was not. There was no instruction
for manslaughter arid the jury was
oompelled to find Omer guilty as
charged in the indictment or elm de-
clare him guiltless. There are many
who look upon the verdict as an ex-
cessive one and there are many oth-
ers who think that if Henry Dslaney
Is guilty and his sentence is just then
Omer is equally guilty. The jury in
the Cromer case was selected wait
from citizens of Webster coun-
ty, Orner's old borne county ; Ole
juries in the preceeding cases were
trom Crittenden county. It is certain
that the attorneys for the defeeee will
ask for a rew trial and In th , event
it is refused an api eel will be taken
to lb. Curt of Appeals.
I Forty Cures in One County.lit order that our readers may eon'
pare the results of the genuine Kel -
ley Treatment with thet of the Kee-
ley imitators rend Hi-ehloride of Gold
cures, we herew Dli insert the follow-
ing card ferni•lied us by Col. S. F.
Embry and he invitee anyone doubt-
ing the statement to cone/4)0nd with
any of the r M nmdontle ae •
Bardstown, Ky., S. jo 28th, '93.
We, (hunt; Officiate of Neleon Co
Ky., ere per/lousily acqueinted with
forty-three graduates of the Keeley
Institute at CrabbOrolisol, Ky., who
have grins from this county during
the pito eighteen months, and en far
se a C k now or Lel eve net one of
them has
HIretA:61 7rEd.NAT W. AD. C.,. Ait'y.
J W. THOMAS, Co. Judge.
F E. DAPOMIIRTY. Ci'k Circht Ct.
HENRY Ll'Masit, Deputy Co. Cl'k.
RUFUS H noise, Jailer.
11. H. LEWIS, Deputy Sheriff
det-w4t.
THE DEATH
Of a Woman Who Had Been Married
Six Times and II ho Had Had
Five Husbanda.
This morning at 8 o'clock Mrs. P.
J. Johnson died at her home on Main
street. Her death Was caused by a
cancer from which she had been suf-
fering for some time past. Mrs. JoOn-
son, who was between seventy-five
and eighty years of age, has resided
in Hopkineville the greater portion
of her life and was known by most
everybody in the city.
Mrs. Johnson had been married six
times, marrying her fourth husband,
Coe, twice. Her first husband was
named Williams, the second one was
Tucker, whom many of the citizens
of Hopkineville remember, the third
was Troxel, the fourth was roe, the
painter, and, as he was a "pretty
hard egg" and drank to excess he
and his wife could not get along well
together, so she secured a divorce
from him, but after a year or two he
came back to flopkineville and they
made up their differences and were
married for the second time. This
second marriage proved to Coe prov-
ed no less unhappy than the former
one had been, after living together
for a short while, C e "skip,
ped out" without leaving his
address for his wife. After quite
awhile, the deserted wife applied for
a divorce Which W..6 granted. Her
last marriage was to Mr. J. P. J ,bn-
son, a citizen of Logan county. ?hie
marriage is remembered by most ev
eryene here on account of the sudden
death of the groom. Mr. Johnson
and Mrs. Coe were married in the
evening and the next day about diu-
tier time Mr. Johneon complained el
being unwell and retired to his room
to lie down. An hour or two later
his wife on view to his room to see
wheter or not he was feeling better
found him lying across the bed cold
and stilt in death.
HAVE YOU Gor ASIliNA?
If eo Stockton's Antiseptic will
surely cure it. Chore is no ups trying
local treatment. You have got to get
the Microbes out of the system, and
to do that yon must take Stockton's
Antiseptic. For sale by all druggists.
Nashville, Tenn., March 6, 1893.-
The Stockton Medicine Co ,
Tenn., Gentlemen: I have had
muscular Itneuniatisrn and ludigee-
ion for a Dumber of year., and lost
'lopes of ever finding relief, as the
most skilled physicians had failed in
my case, but I ant happy to state
your Antiseptic ham made a complete
cure, and I do most heartily recom-
mend it to all for Rheumatism and
Indigestion. I will gladly anuwer all





The farmers of this vicinity have
been very busy gathering their corn
for several days. The crop is much
larger than was anticipated.
Mr. D. H. Lewie. who has been
pote ill with fever, is convalescent.
Mr. J. M. Croft and Miss Olive Hen-
drix were married on last Wedniat-
day evening at the residence of the
bride. The groom is an industrious
and prosperous young farmer and a
n.sphew of Mr. J. E Croft : he of the
leading merchants of Crofton. The
bride is a daughter of Dr. A. A. Hen-
drix and is en estimable young lady,
possessed with all the acquirements
-hat tend to make home happy. May
their future he one unbroken chain
-f happiness and propperity, and
when their dream called living is
over find is sweet repose.
Mr. It C. Ratliff, ef New York, is
vii•iiing his many friends and rela
Ayes in this
The sad news of the untimely death
of our beloved friend, M0004 %Vest,
east a gloom over the entire vicinity.
' as be was most generally
'ailed, was possessed of thee quadli•
ties of heart end mind and traits of
ebaracter that won the confidence
and esteem of all who knew him.
Way his many :friends and relatives
who so deeply regret his unexpected
death 0 ed,comfort in the consoling
words of the Divine truth thet"Weep.
lug may endure for a nigh', but joy
,:otneth in the morning."
BERENUS.
Just Look at This.
Beginning next Monday Mr. A. A.
Metz will offer for sale everything
iu his store at 25 tier cent, off if the
original cost price. This offer will
Mild good until the first day ell Jan.
uary, on which day he will close his
store as be he going to devote his
whole time to his coal business,
which on account of his fairness ill
dyiillg with the public, has giowu
to such proportions se to deruaud hie
undivided attention. His Huh of
dress good., fancy and plain velvets,
silks, satins and notions are all first-
clear in every respect and sold with
per cent. off of the original cost is
a bargain with which you, reader,
are nut likely to inewS0 again
in a life time. His 'prices
on kid gloves are wonderfully
low. He has &leo a very large line of
table linen which he is almost giving
away. If you will go and examine
his stock you will Dever regret hav-
ing done so because you sill be sure
to ere sometning you need and which
you will be able to buy to cheap that
you will feel fully repaid for your
trouble. Read Mr. Metz' ad. In this




Motley for tuition can be deposited
In bank till position is secured. Our
NO page "free" Catalogue will explain
"•ii."
Acid rest J. F. Dirott'orioN, Nee -
Draughou'es C. P. Bus College arid
Sehoiii of Shorthand-Nash elite,
Tenn. For WKICKS by our system
of teaching bookkeeping Is equa. to
TWELVE WEFK9 by the old style.
Enter at au j . (Meirlon this
parer.)
A CHILD ENJOYS
Toe pleasant tievor, gentle action
and soothing e neon! of Sirup of Figs,
when ill used of a 16ZetiVe, anti if
the father or mother to- costive or
bilinue, the most gratifying results
TASTFUL stock of (411.0-follow is use; so that it is the best
rrioeily A nom is, tool every
family phi-ti d have a bottle en baud.
Dr. W. M. Carter, who tribes Dr
Knapp's place,will be in Dr. Young's.
Clb.,RIES at low down prices.
I want your trade. Call and
see and be convinced of what
we say.
(Ince, Moto' ty, Nov. 27ii, from 10 a.1
•
in. to 3 p. m., examinetiou free. See
further notice in Iltia paper, tsrI w
lt..v W Ablii.tf, a theological
student at the Southwestern Culver- CHRISTIAN CIRCUIT
F. Randle,
A gt.
sity at Clarksville. died Tuesday
night at the home of Or. J. A. Lyon COURT.
We Are In It!
When it comes to keeping
always on band a NICE,
CLEAN, FRESH and
in that place. Mr. Abbott's death
wee ilue to an attitek typho male-




many women sun, from Excessiv• or h.
I .ant Menstruation; tr.ey dor't know
s--to to confide to get prom- advice.
Lion t coat-Ids in •nyoody but try
Dradfleld's
FenuA.e Regulato7
a epacirtc 'or PAINFUL, PROFUSE.
SCANTY, SUPPRESSED and IRREGULA°
pool, t..,biaa" IA:1,10.11M Al .-ggrIled free.
MENSTRUATION.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. Oa. 'L
Christian Circuit Court;
Anna E. Bronaugh, ET
I /1. Equity,
W . T. Bronhugh, Defeedant.
Notice Is hereby gl Yen that the aboye nem
ed rersons have this day file,
Cierk of wild Court their joint petit ion praying
the court to empower the sribi Anna C. Oro-
nange to me k et-to:drams, Pile and be sued and
trade In her own Caine. as if stir were • single
woman. anti also to use. en.ploy aell and dis-
pose of all her property, real, personal and
mixed. Now 11Writa by her it which b he may
hereafter acquire from the debts, contrasts
claims, inatisgemet t or control of her acid
butinand by deed or will, and in all respects
manage sod control her Property a* If ale
wire a single aid unmarried wrtilbniela N 
notice
an e  i.inAntiuArl
hereby designate the Hipulilia.nsti
vi
a suitable newspaper to 
b 
ten days.
ct, 11th, 1e91. Attest .7. orM.f1fd tetrOr,t.




Well you ought to
have one of those ele-
gant Pocket Books or
Purses, at Job Lot
Prices, at Jas. T. Wal-
lace's-
Before you buy your clo-
thing, it will pay you to
look over Sam Frankel's
stock of suits and overcoats.
Go to Duncan Gal-
breath for watch, clock
and jewelry repairing
With Miss Ida Allen.
the milliner. 9th St.
Just received new lot of
ladies, misses and children
heavy winter weight under-
wear at Sam Frankel's.
Do You Write.
ron't fail to examine
the elegant line of Sta-
tionary just received at
Jas. T. Wallace's.
F. M. Gooch for all
kinds of produce and
fresh groceries.
Cloaks Cloaks
We have too many and
must close them out 1-5 off
marked prices for next 10
days at Sam Frankel's.
Ladies muslin underwear
at Sam Frankel's.
E. M. Gooch receives
goods on oil trains; so
you see they are fresh.
SAM FAANKEL
Has just received& new lot of wash
and rope embroidery silks.
New color. of Florence Knitting silk
New " Sitigle and riplit zephyrs.
New " lee wools.
All " Knitting yarns.
All " Satin top sailor...
New shades of Water proofs.
New " Hop seeking..
New Dress Styles Gingham..
New " Prints.
Bed blankets and comforts
all sizes at Sam Frankel's.
Gentlemen, heavy white






all colors. $2. $3. $4 $5
and $6. See them. 0Jd
coats. pants. and vests.
A consignment of hea-
vy boots to close out
cheap.
H. N. GARDNER.
Next door to New Era Office.
Dissolution Notice.
Know al mei! that Ode day the
arm of Trehern et Garner have dis-
solved partuerehip by mutual con-
s-to, Ed w Garner i•ontleti mg the
busiuess at I he PISMO, pim. e He *re-
suming all debts the firm may be
owing up to this dieter. l'hietieful for
the poet patronage he solicits a con
tinuanee id the same. -Ibis Novem-




With a Fine, Large Stock of
Clothing, Boots, Shoes and
Dry Goods at
Hard Time
pricus• i:o nu min r
Jno. Moaycn
'-The Farmer's Friend "
A Good Thing,
C. H. Leyne Is agent tor the Star
Coil Mitring Shaft it upporter awl
Anti-Rattler. Call at lit- stable moil
see them.
NOTICE.
IUm now gi Riding ris meal and
ciushed wheat and corn ot lime kiln
on Elm street. The patronage of the
farmers is solicited.
At 'X 4111.1.11.4ND.
14. T. P "bonen,
sgsinit , Notice Ti Cr.-di:0M
W. V. Patton hc.i
All persons having claims nits not W. F.
Patton are hereby notified to die sane before
toe. proven according to law, on or before the




For all the Orphan Child-
ren and Widows in the City.
Having secured membership by
large expense of the FREE SANTA
CLAUS for Orphans and Widows,
come anti give your name by the
20th Day of December,
and recti‘e your present.
Constantly on hand all kinds of
Fresh Fruits, Candies, Nuts &c.










Send your boy to
us for anything you











We have a large as-
sortment of these.
Leggins from 75c up,
can fit you nicely.
Whether you wish to
buy or not call and see
them, no trouble to
show goods
F. A YOST& CO







FOR SAI.K.-Thenaly llotel at Lafayett. Ky.
15 rooms, owoke house, ice house, new frame
stable, two never failing wells. cow house,
corn er1b, wart room 'Isle feet, fencing as
good as new, lot Including garden and elover
ort containing about I 1-2 sere*. Fine patron-
age, both regular and transient, and good
livery biotite/a (-Si be dune. Price low,
terms easy.
CII'Y PROPERTY FOR SALE.
Two story frame residence, 2 acre lit, south
side east 7th St., iontanis a cave In which
melts Si- can he kept at all seasons. Low
price and terms easy
Six room cottage and lot on north aide latla
Maple NC HEAP.
Mix room cottage on south side 16th Maple
am., opposite above, at • bargain.
Two story frame dwelling and s acre lot,
west Ttti st. splendid residence.
Brick dwelling. In room., vestibule bails,
3 acre lot, tree.,, shrubbery and out-buildings,
street 
.y new, beat residence in city. Walnut
Cottage and lot on north side 14th st., met
above Outholle churt h. lot 5m163 ft.
Two lots, each resit:if ft. north nide 11th
it., above Catholic c nun li.




ge and acre lot north side litti at. ad -
bluing Mrs. c hamplain.
ti-re lot ou iOlh at adjoining the above.
Cottage esti lotaux.206 ft. cm west side Jes-
up's A emu-,
Elegant 1w., story frame residence, corner
1401 and %sin ut street.
Cottage and lot 75x1f01 ft. west aide Liberty
at, on 75u,titt
Cottage and two Iota west side Liberty et.
Brick residence and lot 624,1133 ft, Corner
Campbell and ilth sta.
Residence lot M2 I-2z1:12 rt. corner 12tn and
Campbell sta.
Desirable dwelling and lot with trees
shrubbery and greeu-house, west nide Brows.
between tnd and 4th its, at • bargain.
Dwelltne and lot about 70x300, south aide
eaet 7th rt.
Lot 1401300, corner Belmont and lb sta.
Finest ou 71.11 Street.
SliwustInniese.mloort 1.14 1-31119 ft.. 7th St. next to
Business it ltlx 1 iv ft. corner Water and 7th
.114 neer to. . freight depot.
Elegant residence lots on South Virginia
st, elm200 ft. to alley. Beet residence property
in the ig11,0ga,lut.
SUBURBAN PROPERTY.
it, t ie with 5 rooms, lot 514 acres, just out
gide, near Hopewell Cemetery
House and lot near city limits, northwest
of Hopi well Cemetery.
lies  ruble residence lots on east 7th at, Just
out 111,1t- city limits..
Iteelraide lots ...Ili of Norte Main et, Joe
out side city limits.
Marres desirable resolenee Iota, one mile
south from city, on Palmyra road
FARM PROPERTY.
tin erre farm at Oak (irove station, ea
P lectetou bran( • °IL .1 N. R. R.
162 acre (Ans, well improved, god land,
ple•ty ru umber ant goo.' mill, 3 1.2 miles
southeast fium Pembroke.
timid farm of 186arree on Dreen•Ille road,
5 ini iz Mom city. will divide it if desired.
141 acre farm X miles east from c rotten
blood I truest.. ne land
Farm mit Z21 acres, well improved, Dear
Newstrad. at • bargain.
Fine 111 were stock farm, well improved,
$ rroo, abundance of
iiils-r aid running water.
Stock farm of 515 acre*, C I-1 miles from city,
n11.1.011, timber and anger, and fairly well im-
proved. must be fail,' at once.
Enrol of IRS acres, room Montgomery. in
Trigg county, Ey , well improied mid with
an abundance of timber and water, good
neighborhood anti flue land. A bargain.
Wit ilaVe One farms ranging from 10 to 1200
aeres Mill In price from $SA 00 to $60 00 per
acre. Call on or add rem.
BUCKNER & HAYS.





Ilearval Ents $1 0 0
Gni AdilliSE13P
Special rates for College Stud. -Ls
find Teachers. No compliaftnitary




There was never in the history of Hopkinsville
such a larFe stock of Dress Goods and Cloaks as
we an offer the people this Fall. Every style of
Ladies and Childrens Cloaks can be found in our
store this season. and no lady can have any ex-
cuse for leaving our house this Fall in search of
a handsome dress, as there is not a color that
cannot be found in our stock. Our Millinery
stock is the largest we have ever had and we
will sell Hats Cheaper than any house in the city.
All of our shoes go at Cost, Unlaundred Shirts
at New York Cost. All our goods were bought
to sell not to keep. Come and see us.
RICHRR S & 02•
The Spot Cash Bargain House.
AL
We have been made sole agent for the
Jams Hygienic Underwear.
The only non-shrinkable woolen underweor, the
only underwear made to fit from Custom Pat-
tern and in custom sizes. Absolutely non-irre-
tating-soft as down. Comforting to the most
delicate and sensative skin. It has been endors-
ed.by the United States' Navy ann many of the
leading physicians of Europe and America:
Call and examine it.
J. .H Anderson & CO.,
Corner Main and 10th Sts, Opp. Forbes & Bro.
FULL and RUNNING OVER
Is our house of Fall and Winter Clothing
Bought at the right time; when needy manufac-
turers and jobbers were hungry for ready cash,
and such is our condition to-day. A larger stock,
better assortment, latest styles, newer novelties,
choice goods, finer qualities, lower prices, truer
bargains. Our doors are open and our salesmen
are always willing and ready to show you
through.
ammothElothing& Shoe Co
The Handsomest And Be.
Large Stock To Select From
30 IV MIL MIMEO I.NT NT.111..REIETX"Iir
:-:-:-:PERFECT IN WORICKANHIP.:-:-:-
Undertaking Department Thoroughly and
Carefully Equipped.
31B.A.I1.21B-St NATISMOLAELIER.
THOMPSON'S OLD STAND- met. /Week
den Tpectfle.
It can be given in a glares of beer, a
cup of coffee or tea, or in food, with-
out the knowledge of the patient- It
I. perfectfy harmless, and will effect
a permanent and speedy cure, wheth-
er the patient in a moderate drinker
or a alcoholle wreck It has been
given in thoneande of caries, and Ili
every in/shines a perfect pure hart fol-
lowed. It never fails. Tue eyetem
once impregnated with the *peel tie, it
becomes au utter impossibility for
the liquor appetite to exist. Curer+
guaranteed. 45 page book of partic-
ulars free. Address the Golden

























CURES 'CIMINO BUT PILES.
A BURR and CERTAIN Cull
known for lei years as the REST
RENI1DY FOR PILES.









WAPtTlIN TOR Tint Ai kW KR'..
A MP Nortouviile! Bane of
THROUGH the weary travelers!
HADES Anguish of long hour,
DO waiting with nothing to do but sit
and gaze at thy scant strip of ragged
wood'and and tee long steel treck
stretching away to a p4-dut ageinet
thehlue borizee! I had to stay there
once over night and es I Melo I
dreamed, and as I dreamed I saw
Hester and all the departed rpirite
tbat inhabit there. Fit place to
dream such dreams! To. Hades via
Nortonville! I dreamed 1 walked
along the railroad track homeward,
shd as I left the precincts of that
lonely village I did not cast "one
longing, lingering look behind," ut
hasteued onward as though on the
wings of fear. At last I reached the
jumping-oft place and was confront-
ed by that fatal warning, "All Hope
abandon, ye who enter here." In
dreams the fancy leads thrcugh per-
ilous straits, makes us do things that
when awake we would shudder but
to name; so in this dream of mine
unusual courage was given me and I
entered thtemidnight portals. As I
decended a long flight of narrow
steps, worn thin by constant using,
for you must know that millions of
souls have tread this same way, I be-
held a examy gate of polished brass,
guarded by Pluto's triple-headed
faithful dog, Cerberue. With a deep
toned growl he eped his three hideous
mouths and ehewed me their purple
horror. I phrank hick aghast, but
as I did so I setteed on the gate nun'
erous signs that seemed familiar zue
"Surely," said 1, "some other mortal
hes dared to pass this monster, then
why should I hesitate ?•' For there
were "Royal Baking Powder, abso-
lutely Pure," "Use Dr. Price's Cream
Baking Powder, highest analysis„'
"Children Cry for Pitcher's care°.
ria," "One Enjoys Syrup of Figs,
Nature's Lexitive," "Know Thyself,"
"Smoke Dan'e Boone Cigars, Try
'em, Like 'em," and a host of other
"ads." that seemed like old familiar
faces. These signs gave me new
courage, so I pressed on, glad that
my papa didn't buy we that kind of
a "bow-wow " I passed through the
gate, which he bad opened for me,
and beheld a wide stretch of dreary
laniscape, to reach which I had to
cross a river whose bank was near
me. As I approached, an old man
"hoary white with eld" came 1)141
dling a canoe towards me, singing
"Annie Laurie:" he also had a ciga
rette in his mouth.
"Will you have a tide, stronger?"
the old man said.
"Who are you, and what stream is
Ws!" I questioned.
"My name is Charm., 'though they
call we 'Cary' for shore This stream
Is the Styx.
Sticke in the memory, does it,
'Cary' old bey! Are you related to
Col. M. C. Cary ?"
"Don,t get funny." Charon answer-
"I'll bet you're a newspaper man
They all say something like that
when they come down here. Where
're you from?"
"HopkinsvIllele
"Well, jump in, I know you don't
Ilk. water."
I did as the old gentleman advisee
stud was Is • moment at the other
side. Then jumping out and fasten-
tug his boat be said:
"Come along now. We've got one
more stream to trees and then I'll bid
you an affectionate farewell."
. With Ws be led me quickly to an-
other stream where there was a boat
In walling, and, stepping in, bid me
follow.
"This," said he, "is the river Ache-
ron, the last stop before reaching
Hades. When you get there you'll
find a Bareau of Itiforruatioa, Just at
the station, where you will be fur-
nished maps of any locality and
IMMO of the resideuta thereof."
Then my white-haired friend began
humming the "Bowery," which much
surprised me, so I asked, "Where do
you learn these (lithe* you've been
warbling under your whiskers"
"Ob. I catch them Dem the whist-
ling fiends when I carry them over.
You know some fellows would whis-
tle at • burial."
As he said this our boat struck the
shore and I alighted in Hader, bid-
ding Charon "good-bye' and teeing
him a fresh cigarette. Then I struck
out for the Bureau of Information,
and, learning where the Department
of Geniuses was, I hastily repaired
thither, desiring always to be in my
proper element. • I was led by some
shadowy individual whose name
forgot to remember and was shown a
gleaner of Hades that appeared to me
to be an old, easy-going town, say of
about three hundred years ago; high-
roofed houses', narrow street, no gas,
se arc lights, no street cars, no hus-
tle; but • pervasive quietness that
charmed me at the first glance. Here
was repose from toil, thought I. Here
was ease, and utter eareleseness. Here
waa the perfect peace that I had so
long dreamed about, sans strife, sans
envy, sane wealth, sans ambition.
sans everything but peace. I looked
down the long, old-fashioned street
sad there to the middle towered up
the City Hall with its ancient clo•k
In the steeple. I meandered toward.;
It, passing many distiuguished look-
ing men and women, and not a few
smart little boys you read of in comic
papers, (for they all die young,, and
some of the men and women I recog-
nised from pictures I had seen of
Liam. But when I reached the City
Hall, and went Inside, I saw why the
town seemed so deeerted, for there
were gathered tegither within that
old building walls more celebrated
Men and women than I bad ever
dreamed of. Some one was speaking
from the platform to the assembly,
who listened with attention and their
eartenow and then rippling into laugh-
ter. sow anti then breaking out si•
tuultanstous into applause, then fil-
ling into a breathless cairn agtin.
Did you ever notice the effect a fine
speaker has on a large audience? T
never did so much as at that time.
I asked my neighbor what the gath-
ering was for and who the speaker
was. He replied that they were
boldlog a council to decide the most
expedient means of correc:ing some
of the many errors prevalent on the
earth in regard to the spirits of the
departed. "More especially are the
great men misquoted and belied.
Their true nature is so perverted and
distorted in pearling from
hand to hand that when they see
themselves ag others see them they
are shocked at the picture, which re-
aemblea them no more than a news-
paper wood-cut does the originet,"
my friend went on to say.
"And are they so indignant over it
that they meet have the whole town
together to tavent means to resent
the insults unwittingly bestowed?
Who did you say the speaker was?"
"Why that's Cicero, man! Surely
you haven't been here long? Yee,
May are very much wrought up over
tie recent 'multi heaped upon them.
Whereeregeou from?"
"Hopkinsvillee'
"Oh: that's where the 'Duchess
DrOnstre lives? I've heard • heap
about Hopkinsville."
We talked on thes until the meet-
ing adjourned, we no dednite plane
had been reached. As the crowd be-
gan to gurgle out of the building, like
water from a bottle, I noticed nearly
all that poised me recognized me as [
one of their straostere; but I war*
waiting for 11101110 of the more illuslre
outs once, who 1 was sure, wtuid
know nie. When Shakespeare Came
out, walking betweeti Marlowe and
Joueou, I accosted him and
drew bun *side, to d hint my name,
and that I was .merely there on a
pleasure trip, tho' I thougut perhaps
I might write the place ,up iu the
NEW ERA wheu I got back. He was
all atteut ion at once and invited me
to take supper with him and some
friends he had invited, so I readily
accepted hie invitation.
"By the way, Williim," said I,
"what do dead geniuses eat in Hades,
any how ?"
"Olt toy friend how ignorant you
seen! Why we ti 1 up on re me, pure,
uueduiteraed zone, and have a
feast of intelleet and imagination!"
"Have you no more solid food?"
"Why man, you don't want any-
thing better than that?"
"Pray remember, William, that I
am uot yet a spirit, nor the son of a
spirit. I must have something tan-
gible. potnething to fill this VACUUM
in my depart uncut of the interior!"
"Hs! Ha! Ha! very good, very
good, old fellow. 1'11 use that in my
revised version of 'Hamlet
"No, don't you! that's been used
before. eVe editors say all the resod
things now, and even say many things
that you said, without giving you
proper credit for them."
"You're honest. DI show you to
Alex. Pope. He'll think you are out
&eight if you're honest. By the way,
how is 'Hamlet' getting on now? I
suppotte Ills retired with ill the old
back numbers of our period!"
"Not much, Billy ! They are still
wild about it up stairs, but there
seems to tee no one left to take the
part."
-Never fear of that. There will
spring up a new growth of actors,
matte rich by their heritage from the
lead, who will till the now vacant
gap. Your stage, aye, and the world,
lost its brightest star when Booth
passed into the dark. He was an ac-
tor after my own heart, and, really, I
believe he admired me. Well, meet
we to-night at supper time and we'll
make a night of it. Allow me first
to present to you my two chums, Kit
Marlowe and Ben Joneoti !"
I graivol them by the hand, told
them how glad 1 was to have met
them, and that I'd Pee 'em later.
Then I saw Marc Antouy send a note
to Cleopatra by a little minion of
burnt-umbre hue, and I said to him,
"I believe this is M. Autonius?"
"Yes."
"Happy to meet you Marc. I'm a
newspaper man and frequently quote
you, 'as Marc Antorly said over the
dead body of Caesar.' I feel
that I've known you for sears "
"Yee, I see. All that 'rot' Shakes
peare put into my mouth sounds
about as much like me as frog to
nightingale. You ought to hear 'n.-
make love teCleepatral THAT'S talk-
ing!"
"How is Julius getting on Marc?"
"Oh, he's all right. Quite wealthy,
too. He kept eli the rents in his gar-
ments."
"Yee, but-that's not original. We
editors sprung that two years ago."
"You don't say? I get that off on
all strangers, and all but you say it's
very good. You fellows know too
much."
"How is Ceasar's wife?"
"Not yet fallen. She is still 'above
suspicion.' "
"Now that's first cline Marc.
That's:new."
"I'm glad you like it," Antony said
rather dryly.
"How's Brutus and Cassius? Still
'scrapping' like they used to?"
"There's some more of Shakes-
peare's smartness! Making two Buell
inen as Brutus and Cassius quarrel
like little school boys, when, If you
knew Brutus like I de, you would see
the absurdity of It. Why if Cassius
had 'talked back' to Brutus, I'll wag-
er the love of Cleopatra against a pair
of sandals that Cazslue would have
gotten all the face slapped off of him.
Brutus doesn't take any 'monkey
business.'"
"I'll see you to-night at Shakes•
pearls's?"
"No. I don't like William. He
did me dirt In that speech, and I'll
never forgive him. I guess I'll call
OD Celophtra to-night. So long!"
I looked after his retreating figure.
He was a beautiful man. Then I
waited on a grass splot and an empty
stomach for supper time.
Us.
How Fulgarttea Worm.
A fulg-urite is formed by a bolt of
lightning. A geologist gives this ex-
planation "When a bolt of light-
uing strikes a bed of sand, it plunges
downward into the sand for a dis-
tance kw or greater, transforming
!simultaneously into glees the silica
in the material through which it
passes. Thus by its great heat it
forms at once a glass tube of precise-
ly its own size. Now and then such
a tube' is found and dug up. Pul-
guritee have been followed into the
sand by excavations for nearly 3u
feet. They vary in interior diam-
eter from the size of a quill to 3
in.hets or more, according to the bore
of-the




The Electropolise bail been a positive
henefit to me. J. If Lludenberger,
President Merchants' National Bank,
Louisville.
My confidence iu the Elect ropoise
grows stronger the more I see it.
Key. W. W. Xvana, Carrolton.
I look upon the Electropoise IA the
means God has given us to cure ills
eases in accordance with nature's,
laws. Miss Susan Edge, Lexiagton.
Nothing has ever helped me so
much. W. T. Matheny, Lexington.
I am astonished at its work.
Henry Gilbert, Lexington.
Do not hesitater() recommend the
Eliectropoime.
W. G. Graham, Lexington.
The Electropotee will cure many
cases of disease where notuing else
will. It hae eorked like a charm in
my family.
Rev. Geo. H. Means, Covington.
It Is certainly a wonderful • instru-
ment, and it is more wonderful how
It does its work, yet it does it.
T. E. C. Brinley.
(The veteran plow manufacturer of
the South;, Louisville.
The Eiectropoise has been such a
useful thing about the house that we
can not do without it.
Frank F. Waller,
Lawrenceburg, formerly New Castle.
Several of my acquaintances have
derived much benefit from the use of
the Eieetropoise.
J. Guthrie Coke, Russellville.
The 'Poise has cured me of kidney
and liver trouble. J. P. Savage,
611 E. Gray street, Louisville.
The Electropoise has been a great
relief to we.
Rev. T. B. Miller, Russellville.
The Elect ropoise has proved a great
boon to me.
E. Crochet, Christiansburg.
I would rather have Electropolee
than Hot Springs for rheunnat
A. K. Marshall, North Fork.
It is small but great
T. A. Dowden, Franklinton.
There Is wonderful goed in it.
J. S. Callaway, Smithfield.
The wonder-working gem.
Rev. W. F. Wyatt, Morning View.
I speak advisedly about th• wonder
working of the F.lectropelee as. I have
practiced medicine many years.
Rev. D.H. Marimon,Pitteburgh,Ky.
If you will send your name, or that
of some invalid friend, we will send
yon copies of letters from the above
parties and from hundreds of others;
people you know from every section
of this and other Staten testifying to
the curative powers of Kleetropoise.




A Prominent Member of
the LeaiNlal
What lie Says Will Ring (her
the Whole Land,
ts the Trumphet Tongued 1 tterancee
of One of Our Great Men.
The word of Hou. John It. Prescott,
formerly a prominent member of the
Maine legielat u re is all p twerru I.
Mr. Preecott lives at It elle, Me.
Everybody knows hint, everybody
respects him and everybody believes
what he says.
And it is an interesting story which
he tells and an eloquent tribute
which he pays.
"Thirty-two.years ago" he says, "I
was attacked with neuralgia iu my
face and head, [nosily confined to rite
right 'ride. There Was not often a day
or an hour that I was not soldering
with that terrible severe pain, so se-
vere a great many times that for sev-
eral days and nights I could not sleep
or take any food excepting a littte
gruel.
"My nerv• e were terribly effected
and I grew weak and feeble, as my
many friends in the State or !Statue,
and more particularly in Kennebec
county will certify to.
"About live years mt. I was taken
with what the physician. claim to br-
a liver and kidney trouble, a soreness
over the right kidney; so much so
that I could not bear to be rubbed.
"My bowels were very much con-
st pitted, could not urinate freely, and
suffered severe pain at such times.
'My troubles increased very much,
and for the past six months I could
not get up from my bed in the morn-
ing and dress before I would be le
pain in my btck and bowels.
"I would often be forced to drop
down and rest me and many times be
in such pain that I would cry like a
child and ask why I could not die.
have used for the neuralgia all
the tinaments I have ever seen adver-
tised for the cure of that disease, and
for my nerves and kidney and liver
trouble I have taken so many reme-
dies that they are too numerous to
mention.
'I have been treated by the leading
physicians 01 Maine, have also been
to Massachusetts to be treated by
physicians in Boston, and from all I
have received very little benefit. One
eminent physician said that I could
not be cured, and many pliyeiciaue
examined rue and refused to treat me.
"I had given up taking medicine.
NON. JoHN R. PRESCOTT, OF MAINZ.
"About the middle of December,
1892. my wife had been reading sonic
of the testimonials of Dr. °reeve's
Nervura blood and nerve remedy.
She told me she wanted me to try one
bottle of the Nervura.
''I said to her I had taken all the
medicine I should. Ske Sent to A. P
Cram, the druggist at Mt. Vernore
and bought one bottl_ in the Nervura,
and said she wanted me ts give it e
fair trial.
"I commenced tak'ng it about the
25th of December. When I had taken
It about two weeks the pain left me
entirely from my back and bowels,
and I can urinate freely without pain
and the neuralgia trouble' me but
very little.
"I gained In weight in the month of
January twelve and one half pounds.
I am 67 years old and can work now
every clay, while before taking Dr
Greene'. Nervura blood arid nerve
remedy I could not do any labor ex•
°epilog • few chores.
"I hope that anyone who is suffer-
ing from any trouble with the nerves
or liver or kidneys will give Dr.
lireetie's Nervura blood and nerve
remedy a fair trial. I know that they
will get relief.
"I can truly say that I thank Gssti
that such a medicine as Dr. Greens)le
Nervura blood and nerve remedy was
created, and I still thank Him that I
was induced to take this wonderful
medicine.
"I write this without any solicita-
tion."
The cure of so prominent antsiterde
ly known a public man as the lion.
John R. Prescott has created an im-
mense stir throughout the entire
State of Maine. His friends and ac-
quaintances are surprised, nay, amsz
ed, at his cure, for they had looked
upon his recovery as hopeless'. Peo
ple are calling on him emu New
Sharon, Mercer. Belgrade, Mt. Vet.-
non and Rome, and people are writ-
ing him (torn all over the country,
Inquiring about the remarkable facts
of ibis cure ty this truly wonderful
health-giver, Dr. Greeue's Nervura
blood and nerve remedy.
It is purely vegetable and harmless
and druggists eell it for $1. We-
would add also that it is the discovery
and prescription of a well-kuomn
physician, Greene of 3.5 W. 14111
street, New York, who can be cotisul-
tad free, personally or by letter.
On an average a locomotive eng -
Leer traveles 20,000 miles in the ...ouree
of a year.
LIVER cOMPLA INT.
Liver complaint is a term used to
designate a special disease of the Liv-
er, as distinguished Iron, diseases re-
suiting from derangement of the liv-
er. 1 he liver Is the great purifying
agent of the system, and when it be-
comes doss-acre It deranges the action
of the stomach, bowels and blood
vessels. This is why a liver medi-
cine like CarlotedCa German Liver
k4yrup is reconuSiended for so many
different diseases. Price 50c and $1.
per bottle at It. C. Hardwick's drug
store. Sataple free.
No preacher can keep step wile God
whose head is wowing faster than his
heart.
German Kuononiteal
None better. Quart for ten cents.
Place contents of package in a quart
of rain or soft water, and it is ready
for use. Acknowledged by the
housekeeper to be the cheapest and
best Bluing made. Price 10 cents
For sale by dealers everywhere. If
not obtainable in your city, send lee
in stamps for a package postpaid;
Carlstedt Medicine Company. Ev-
ansville, Ind.
•
A passage in Dr. Williatneioner ad
dress to the British. I Mt :1,3504 'la
t.1011 luts gTootly 1.rtere:str:•1 •ipti.nans
"What." he aav,s,•witii the grow-
ing use of eyes, for close work and
with scientific skill lii vorrecting er-
rurs of refraction, we may ultimately
reach a position in which a man who
goes about with his eyes naked will
be so rare that the sight of him will
almost raise a blush."
The Optician obsereets, "We should
welcome this period heartily," and it
expresses; its belief that the increase
of those using lenses will be in pro-




Tne readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages and
that is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
I. the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, re-
quires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's (Werth Cure IN taken Intern-
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby deetsoyiug the foundation of
the disease
' 
and giving the patient.
strength by building up the eonstitu-
Lion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powerm, that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
ease that it fade to cure. Send for
list of Testimonials. Address,
F. J. Ok IEN & Co., Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggists, 75 eta.
45q4740?..*CMS
DILUICKENNESS ,or LIQUOR HABIT
Curt tat Rome to feu Dios By
Aienials ering Dr. Dailies' eel
den Tpeellie.
be given in a glass of beer, a
cup of •effee or tee, or in food, with-
out th knowledge of the patient. It
is perfecify harmless, and will effect
a permanent and speedy cure, wheth-
er the patient is a moderate drinker
or a alcoholic wreck It has been
giveu in thousands of cases, and hi
every instance a perfect cure has fol-
lowed. It uever fails. The system
once impregnated with the mpecitic, it
becomes Ell utter impossibility for
the liquor appetite to exist. Cures
guarardeed. 48 page book of partic-
ulars free. Address the Golden
Specific Co., 185 Race street, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. wlyr
•
A priter that sties from the bib •
p ow se alas reaches beret-n.
8 J. Chandler, ilicurnieid, Va.,
writes: "No one eau afford to be
without H. B. 11 who wishes an ap-
petite. I could scarcely eat a mingle
biscuit for breakfast, but since tatt-
ing B. B. B. I clean the whole tab e,
so to speak.
The yoke of Christ will not tit a
tsiff neck.
Free Railroad Fare.
Cut title notice out of the NKW
ERA and bring it with you when you
come to the Hagey Institute of Bowl-
ing Green, to be cured of the liquoa
or morphine habit, and we will re-
fund your railroad fare. We guaran-
tee a cure in every cage.
HAOEY INSTITUTE,
Kowlinv Green Ky.
lion, seeing a person who was tearing
the hair off his heed for furrow, said:
"Dees this man think that baldness
lea rented.) fr greif ?"
Pain cannot resiet the Great Reme-
dy Mendenhall's lufalliable Palo
Cure. It cures Colic, Cholera Mor-
bus, Flux, Summer Complaint, st.c.
Warranted to give satisfaction or
money refunded. Sold by R C
Hard wick.
A man should timid a'l women in
his wife.
Battle Biliousness, oesiegs Malaria,
break up Chills with C. C. C. Certain
Chill Cure, the pleasant remedy. No
Cure! No Pay! Large bottles filmy
cents. Sold by R. C. flerdwick.
Genereua people make bad buieness
men.
You cell trip the phantastic, and
feel very elastic, if you use "C. C.
C.", toe great remedy for Bunions
and Corns, and all calloused forms
"C. C. C. Certain Corn Cute" Is
warrAnted. S sld by H. C. Hardwick.
B fore some men are willing to c.tet
their bread upon the water they want
Lobe trhure thit it is going tube met -
!ioned in the news paper.
Four Big euccessee.
Having the needed merit to more
'hot more g-iid all the advertieing
cheruert f .r them, the following four
rented ii--' hive realthrtt a itttrii,,inenal
as is. Dr. tilog's New Decoverv, for
eonmuniption, Coughs stet CAW-,
each bottle gii.ranlord—leeIrli•
Bitters:the greet rt medy for Liver,
Stottiech and Kidney a But Mien's
Arnica S ,;ve, the beet in the wo-al.
and Dr. Kim's New Life Pills,
which are a p-rfect p.11. A I times.
remedies are guerenteed to do just
what is claimed for them arid tto
dealer whose name is attaehed here-
witn will be glad to tell you more of
r her, Sold at R. C. Hardwick'•
drug store, Hniotinsville, Ky., aud
I. P. Miller's drug store, Perru'uroke
Ky.
The man who asked God for hi-
d lily bread does not have to saw ( ft
the f-tid of his yard !tick iu trying to
get it.
A Billion Friends.
A friend In need is a friend Indeed.
and not less titan one million people
have found just such a friend In Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consump-
tion, Coughs, and Colds —If you
have never used this Great Cough
Medicine, one trial will couvince you
that it has wonderful curative
powers in all die , of Throat,
etr•it. and Lungs. Each bottle is
guaranteed to do all that is claimed
or money will be refunded. Trial
bottlee free at K C. Hard wick's drug
store, Hopkiusville, Ky., and L P.
Miller's drug peer, Pew e ruke, Ky.
Large bottles 50!., and $1 00.
Some preachers never win any bat-
tles Sword of the spirit beutuse they
try too hard to polish it.
Baeklen'a Al ales Salve.
The Beet Salve in thy. world for
Cuts, Briiisee, S tree, Uloers, Salt
Rheum, Fey. r Sores, letter, Chap-
ped Hand., Chilblains, Corn., and
all Skin Erup'ione, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give pertect reshot .e-
tion or money refuna-ei. Priee 25
rents per box. For Male For B. C
Hardwick, Hopkineville. Ky., and
L. P. Miller, Pembroke, Ky.
A really greot man is known by
three signs---generoeity In the design,
humanity in the exercution, inodera-
ti in in success.




God makes some things merely fot
ornamedt, perhaps, but a christlau
d its not come under the head.
P!LES OR HEMORRHOIDS.
This uneornfortable dlotease is the
direct result of emistipat hoe The
hard matter in the intestinee presser
upon the veins and finally engorges
them in certain pleeers with blood.
Whosoever hail 'uttered from piles
knows how painful arid troublesome
they are. Ti cure them we must
abolish the cause, which is coned pa-
t ion. The patient and intelligent use
German Liver Powder will do it.
In old and chronic easem stone little
time may be required, but the wood
result le more to follow. Price 25e at
It. ('. Hardwick's.
The less a preacher believer
promires the mee particular he is
about his salary.
GERMAN LIVER POWDER.
A sure awl effectual cure for all
di...esteem • Dyspepsia, Costiveness,
Liver Compliant. Fever and Ague,
Bilious Fevers, Nervous and Sick
Headache, Diarrhea arid Dysentery,
of a Bilious Type, Impurity of the
Blood, Dropsy, Boils, Melancholy,
Heartourn, Jaundice, Nervousness,
obstructed Menstruation, also a pre-
ventive and cure of Piles and
Bilious Diseases generally.
This is no violent purgative, but
simply a vegetable compounded
which has produced wonderful cures
after other remedies failed. It will
not gripe, sicken or new/nes, as most
liver or purgative medicines. Put
up in packages at 25 cents. Sample
bottles free. For sale by It. C. Hard-
wick.
•
Never does a man kw is in him





You can not t e.. how. many friends
God has in a community by counting
the church spires..
TALK OF THE TOWN
The wonderful sale of German
Liver Syrup. 'Me reasons for all this
is it him never failed to cure when
properly taken according to direc-
tions and its pleasant taste. Chil-
dren do not object to take it. They
sit.t for more after the first dose.
ti't take any substitute. Price
50.. anti $1.00. Warrauted at R. C.
H. dwicke drug store.
There is son tithing wrong with the
preaching at which the devel never
throws a carte
•
If you feel weak



























If he can't cure you,
write to the Specialist of all
chroric diseases,
Dr, F. h. Norris,
Of CincinnAtl Ohio-
Thirty-five years of active and suc-
cessful practice will enable me to ef-
fect cures by mail in most cases,
where your local doctors fail.
Describe your case minutely and
state age and occupation. All com-
munications private. Charges! Six
dollars per month, medicines (sent
post prepaid) included.
For all Lung, Nervous and Catar-
rhal Troubles, Female and Private
Diseases Address. Residence, 1459
Madison Avenue, Covington, Ky.
Take The
Lvinvilli Ratio,
—The Favorite Line To—
IC 40 AS. 431- CP
And all points in the NORTH and
NORTHWEST.
Remember this line has two elegant
trains daily between Atlanta
and Chicago,
No. 6. Nn.
1.v. A flantz W & A. 10:31.1 a to 6:311r to
" Chatta1100Ell N. C.
a Mi. I,. 3:00 p I:"7 at,,
Nashville. I. A N. p ui 6:111) a no
KVItrii1V:'le. E. lc
T H. 1.20 • in i:teput
Terre Han e. C. A
1. 4 Sum, 4:17 p Psi
Arrite s.47 • to 5:40 p ni
Train No. 6, 'Clileitgo A Anent* Limited."
Is • build vestimiled inn n with Pullman Sleep•
rnt Sad day o 'ache*. A dining car Is attached
to the train at Danville, enabling the passe•-
gent to get their breakfast enmity.. This
train also nu through sleepers from Jackson-
ville, Fla. •tti atenieuts, Teen
Train No s. ••Wor'tl's Fair Special," runs
solid bvtween Atlanta and t'hi-mro. and is
equipped with elegant Penman Parlor Buffet
Cars.
8. L angers. A.0. Palmer,
S. Pave. /Sgt., 0. I'. A , F.. .t T. H. It It.
Lbatianooga, Tenn. k%IlLISVIIIC, Jul.
Choice
Investments.
Globe Building & Loan
Company,
Louisville, - - elitUeky
Attention iii invited to the choice
investments offered by the prepaid
and full paid stock of the Globe
Building & Loan Co. Forty 440.)
prepaid stocks, nets the holder one
hundred ($100) at maturity. Fifty-
five ($55) dollar prepaid stock pays
semi annually a dividend of 3 per
cent. in cash and one hundred dol-
lars at maturity. One hundred dol-
lars full paid guaranteed stock pays
a cash dividend semi-annually of
34 per cent, and is withdrawable at
any time after One year from the
'late of the certificate. Emu:nine,
tion of the above line of investments
will prove them to be unquestion-
ably safe in character and unsur-
passed in profit. For further infor-






Two Doors North of
Court House.
Wood's Phosphodilei
The Great English Registry.
Promptly and per-
manently cures all
forms of Nervous Weak
nets. Emissions, Sperm-
atorrhea, Impotency
and all effect« of A buse
or Excesses. Been pre-
scribed over Kt years in
thousands of caner; is tLeBefore ur-1 After. only Renew. eget lion-
est Medicine known. •sk druggists for
Wood's Phoephoillne; t• he offers some worth
lees medicine in the place of this, leave his
dishoreet store, Intel',.,- price in letter, and we
will vend tiy return mall. Price, one package
81; six. $.S. One will please, six will cure
Pamphlets In plain sealed envelope, I 'damps
Address, 'THE WOOD CH EMICA L CO.,
181 Woodward •venue Detroit Mich.
Bold In tiopkinevine by R. C. Aardwick










and PLArrrv, 1314EFFIN and
Tents.alisultahle tor Feu.
Planting, will be mailed
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For Coal. lie eau scll you the beNt Lump Coal in the
•ity just as cheap as others charge you for Inferior coal.
If you want a load of rocks don't buy coal from Metz.
Rocks are scarce down his way.
SAMUEL HODGSON
Manufacturer and Importer of
Italian Marble Tablets
And Statuery. Scotch,
Sweed and the most
desirable E as t e rn
Granite Monuments.
40 years experience enables u to say we lead
In this section in our line None but the beat
material used. Mr. F. M. Whitlow is our solici-
tor for work.
Millinery Millinery
hfr STOCK IS COMPLETE IN EVERY LINE!
Plumes, Tips. Feathers, Wings, and shapes of all kinds
and styles. No other house in the city has the
assortment I have: My stock of RIBBONS is
large and consists of. all the novelties of the season.
Gloves, Corsets and Hosiery; Stamped Linens
and 'Wash Silks. 7-"GivF. ME A CALL.
MRS. ADA LAYNE,
COP. 9TH & MAIN.
MUSIC BOX ftigNi
GIVEN AWAY
Every dollars worth of goods purchased of Morris Co-
hen gives purchaser a guess at a stand of wheat. The
person who guesses nearest the exact number of grains
will be presented with a grand Music Box wnich plays
eight tur.es. It doesit cost anything to look at the mus-
ic box.
Morris Cohen's
Main St.. next door to 1st National Bank.
CIES111111111:11111•11•111.1111P 
H. and W. P. MEL
(Successors to John R. Green & Co. and C. B. Webb.)
—DEALERS IN—
Agricultural Implements,
Beds, National and other brands of Fertilizers, Saddles
and Harness, the Celebrated Columbus and other popular
Buggies, McCormack Binders and Mowers, Studebaker,
Old Hickory and Tennessee Wagons, pringfield, Peerless
and Advance 13ligines and Threshers; Hay Loaders;
Thomas and Daisy Hand and Horse Dumps; Rakes; tal
Wind Mill, steel and Wood Wheel and Towers; the Cele-
brated Oliver Chilled Plows and John Dun, Blue Beard
and Red Jacket Plows; Desc and All Purpose Harrows;
Buckeye and Hoosier Grain Drills. Also handle full line
of Fancy Hardware.
We propose to keep everythino•
e' 
in the way of Imple-
ments of the best quality needed by the farmers, from a
Bolt to an Engine, as nearly as possible, and by fair deal-
ing we hope to merit their patronage.
We have associated with us C. B. Webb, the popular
Harness, saddle and Buggy man. Call on us and we will
try to please you.
Sal emen J. II. Winfree, J. B. Walker.A. S. White, Geo. T. Herndon
I. F. ELL1s. Book-keeper.
INK111:11112F 
Stove Headquarters
We went into the stove business. merely to supply the
trade with Formething superior in the Heatilg and Cooking
Stove line, We searched the markets of the United
States for the best range manufactured. We:offer you ths
1\11 11:1 ES T C
As th it range. Every lady to whom we nave soil one
adds her quota of praise to the fine .reputation of this
stove.
THE ROUND OAK
Is the Heating Stove for the people. Call and examine




LAGER AND EXPORT BEER 
,
Made from pure Malt and Hops Wm ranted Strictly Pun
Kern in Ouaotities on ice and Can be Furniah•
ed on Short Notice.
Ben Long, Ag't Hopkinville, Ky.




I' ND 'TI DED
Ti .)!T. :.• em's ices.
WeeiibrAiLsCratx-vaArteglce041,4eezernser.,e,..:
IESIPV•MAIZI. .ml, 1.0 0.1. Otroot.e.
St.//PIA'S 86040o/0.00.
TO The Public as a Safe Depositor:J.
l'HOFITS $5,000.00.
..-,- 0 -
Would you know why with pleasure
Our faces so beam?





lathe cause of our bliss;
 , For all sorts of cleaning
it tie'er comes amiss.
MADE ONLY BY





The funetions perrortne I Or us by our •tocusch bav• probetly a great •
eff vet upon our health... or humor, our happiame, our looks as portrayed by
sallow or clear cam p le Iona. than soy oilier part ciif the hurnsu anatomy; how
trap srtast Wen to care for it Istal,iceotly—lead it proper toed.
That bring. Ds to the linpvetant question, "what is proper food?' sied •
e w hists may not Ce out of place inegar, made Dem chemicals tind
sir seats per gallon mast be injurious; Pickels made with such vinegar must
be injurious; Sauces made with such •Isegar must he injurious. The pyroll-
envious acids in these cheap •inerers are deadly is their effect..
When Irresponsible dealers offer canned fruits at p•lets below the sequel
cost of production, you may be sate there II a secret connected therewith which
dare sot be ventilated.
Do you set see bail this. necessity for dealing with • Minn bawls/ a
standing In the erommanity, a same known for years as above noireeea-ese





- - MANUFACTURER OF 
Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Slate And Iron Roofing,




PICI1NT IA . -
-motto:-THOROUGHNESS.-Fortieth session opens Septem-
ber 4th- Nine teachers from the very best colleges and oombervato-
ries. Ample course of study. Modern methods of instruction. Refined
Christian home. Elegant building; had $10,000 spent on it recently
Health and location unsurpassed. Graded course for diploma in music.
Art and Elocution by best tesehers. Only school in Western Kentucky
devoted exclusively to the education of young ladies. Equal to any
s
chool in the State. REV. T. SIMPSON McCALL, M. A., President.
Majori ties:—Landes. 920; Morgan, 809; McDaniel, 710.




 1)r A F}s- r‘ 
ANHAUSER -BUSCH BEER
OWENBORO - - RE NITUCH Y
C. 11. 1„k N
SUOMS01 to Polk Canslit,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE sTABLE Corner Vth and V iri0 idsSta., Booths:vino, ityfond rip, wito •ad without drivers. forstatied day or night. Special rates to Commie/eelsins., Si.uuue dre-p viol and eon) roodious; good lot reora stn.:ening. Sloe weitteg reeves amaadios.




It you want to see an elegatit assort
!neat of imported suitings, vesting*, and
pantings, don't forget the
COlci RealiMi3143) riC)1111111410
Our workmen are of the very finest Artist and we re-
spectfully invite you to call and inspect otu NOBBY line
and get prices that will astonish you, for the next 30 days,
Yours Truly,
N T 0 BIN .
Ferd Schmit A
0
 I You Wear Clothes
! You Want Them to Fit?1
1 You Want The Best?
GORMAN & SON '
—11AV E THE ' LARGEST AN I) BEST SELECTION OF—iir 
FALL and WINTER MITI GS!
And will Guarantee Satisfaction. Call and 11xamine
Goods and Prices.
CAR LOAD LOTS
SHINGLES,
FLOORING
AND CEILING
CON 3E-I13
•
